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A Qualitative, Phenomenological Study of Psychotherapists’ Perception of Ethnic 
Identity Shifts in Immigrant Patients 
by 
Ricardo Corbetta 
Advisor: Elliot Jurist 
This qualitative phenomenological paper investigates ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients 
by interviewing nine psychotherapists who work with immigrant patients in New York City. It 
takes into consideration the privileged and biased perspective of the therapist’s subjective 
experience of their patient’s ethnic identity shifts. The study argues that ethnic identity affiliation 
is relevant and worth investigating during the psychotherapeutic work, as it can shed light on 
crucial aspects of one’s emotions, thoughts and behavior.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction: 
This study aimed at developing an understanding of how psychotherapists work with the shifts in 
ethnic identification in their immigrant patients in the New York City metropolitan area. One 
important aspect in understanding the immigration experience is to think about how it affects the 
ethnic subjectivity of individuals (Ainslie et al. 2013). Akhtar (1995 and 1999) has proposed that 
patients undergo significant changes in the process of immigration that lead to significant 
changes in ethnic identity. Ipp (2010) proposed that immigrants in therapy may dismantle their 
prejudices and stereotypes and possibly reconnect with amputated aspects of who they are. The 
many changes immigrants undergo – such as departures, losses, gains and assimilation – may 
affect their ethnic identities. 
In this study I interviewed psychotherapists in the New York City metropolitan area who work – 
or have worked – with immigrant patients. This qualitative, phenomenological study based itself 
on current interdisciplinary work in psychology, psychoanalysis, philosophy and sociology. The 
qualitative phenomenological method was utilized to shed light on the psychotherapist’s 
subjective experience while working with immigrants. The open-ended approach of the 
qualitative phenomenological structure allowed psychotherapists to describe their experiences 
and perceptions about their immigrant patients’ ethnic identity shifts.  
Furthering understanding about psychotherapists’ perceived differences in their approach to 
psychotherapy with immigrants was another goal of the proposed study. This study attempted to 
clarify each therapist's approach to immigration, with an emphasis on ethnic identity shifts. 





of their social location and that of the patient in psychotherapy, because a difference in 
positionality may add currency to the therapeutic work and is relevant in the therapist's clinical 
practice, especially with the question of countertransference, which was a central aspect in the 
study. Indeed, the interview provided opportunities for psychotherapists to speak about 
limitations in their ability to understand their immigrant patients. Moreover, there were 
opportunities for discussion about how – in the psychotherapist’s perception - immigrant patients 
do not understand, do not elaborate well or repress, all of which may affect  their ethnic identity 
shifts. 
The therapists were recruited via emails to the following New York City metropolitan area 
institutions: psychology schools, social work schools, hospitals and community clinics. The 
results of this study raised questions for future studies that focus directly on immigrant patients 
as well as on ethnic identity in immigrants. The study also made suggestions for clinical practice 
with immigrant patients. 
As economic, political and geographic pressures continue to push people to move countries, 
studies that inform psychotherapists about psychotherapy with immigrants are crucial. This 
particular qualitative phenomenological study aimed to be part of the ongoing academic 
discussion about human migration and its effects on ethnic identity. Three expected 
consequences of this study were (1) a deeper understanding of psychotherapists’ perception of 
the ethnic identity shifts in immigrants, (2) suggestions for psychotherapists who are interested in 
immigrant issues, and (3) improved understanding of psychotherapists’ perception of the New 
York Metropolitan area’s racial and ethnic environment that affects the immigrant’s experience 





Chapter 2 - Literature Review: 
Introduction 
This chapter begins with an examination of the literature to define the theme of qualitative 
phenomenological interviewing, then an introduction to the concept of ethnic identity, and 
concludes with a review of psychoanalytic articles about immigration. This chapter utilizes 
research and theory on qualitative interviewing, ethnic identity and immigration in order to 
provide the foundation to this dissertation's goal of interviewing psychotherapists on the topic of 
their perception of immigrants' ethnic identity shifts. 
Qualitative Interviewing 
Understanding the perceptions and subjective experiences that psychotherapists have of their 
immigrant patients' ethnic identity progression was this study's central goal. Too many variables 
influence the subjective experience of a psychotherapist about any given aspect of her/his 
patient's treatment. While it could be discouraging to attempt to shed light on the 
psychotherapist’s subjective experience and immigrant patient's ethnic identity, this study used 
qualitative phenomenological interviewing method to develop knowledge on these topics. 
Gergen, Josselson and Freeman (2015) state: 
It is essential, then, that the field comes to appreciate and honor the multiple ways in 
which psychological inquiry can contribute to both the field and society at large. Giving 
voice to the marginalized, undermining the taken for granted, critically analyzing societal 
conditions, helping a community to rebuild, or generating new ways of seeing the world – 
for example – should take their place alongside hypothesis testing in the contribution of 





about such contributions, along with practices that are fashioned for just such purposes. 
(p. 8) 
This study created space for thinking about ethnic identity shifts or progression in immigrants, 
which is an understudied topic in psychology.  However, the topic creates the much needed 
opportunity for thinking about the intersectionality between immigration, ethnic identity, 
psychotherapy, gender and positionality12 of the psychotherapist. In various ways, this study 
needed the type of critical analysis of social conditions mentioned by Gergen, Josselson and 
Freeman (2015). Consequently, in asserting that qualitative research provides new ways of 
seeing the world, they have empowered this study to ask psychotherapists about their subjective 
realities and perceptions of what immigrant patients experience in the field of ethnic identity.  
Gergen, Josselson and Freeman (2015) suggest that scientific studies are not limited to 
quantitative methods with more traditional forms of guaranteeing validity and reliability. They 
further state that definitions of science fluctuate along history. Therefore, without diminishing 
the importance and frequency of quantitative research in contemporary psychology, this study 
relied on qualitative phenomenological design and created a new body of knowledge by 
interviewing psychotherapists on a particular aspect of identity development in immigrant 
patients. Additionally, the author honored the idea of thinking and attempting to understand the 
subject's lived experience, which, in this study was the lived experience of psychotherapist in the 
                                                        
1 Positionality is the recognition and declaration of one’s own position in a piece of academic 
work. Feminist critique of traditional science questions the extent to which it can be objective, 
neutral, and value-free. Instead, the feminist stance posits that all research is produced within a 
contextual framing and is situated with respect to the position of the researcher. Rather than 
concealing the positionality of the researcher and work, feminists argue that their positionality 
should be reflected upon and declared so that the politics and power framing of a study and the 
standpoint of the researcher is known, thus enabling those engaging with the research to be able 
to better evaluate its merits (Castree, Kitchin & Rogers, 2013). 
2 This study will apply the term positionality in order to facilitate thinking about the positionality 





context of a particular phenomenon. The choice to utilize a phenomenological methodology 
aligns with the thought that "the precise measurement of an individual's behavior through time 
and space would never allow one to understand, for example, the way in which an individual's 
life is built around a search for spiritual salvation. In effect, the subjective lives of others are the 
very phenomena most central to the human condition" (Gergen, Josselson & Freeman, 2015). 
Because there are no other studies that interview psychotherapists about their subjective 
experience of immigrant patients’ ethnic identity shifts, this study did not have examples of 
similar studies to follow. Aspects of pilot studies were taken into consideration in this study, 
which identified limitations and informed the field on what can be done better in future studies – 
qualitative or quantitative. Van Teijlinger et al (2001) specifically state that not enough 
researchers pay attention to the value of a preliminary pilot study. Much like a pilot study, a goal 
of this study was to develop, adapt and understand the feasibility of larger qualitative – and 
perhaps quantitative - studies on the therapist's perception of the progression of ethnic identity in 
their immigrant patients. Other important advantages of pilot studies are as stated by Teijlinger et 
al (2001): 
Assessing people's willingness to participate. Designing a research protocol. Assessing 
whether the research protocol is realistic and workable. Establishing whether sampling 
frame and technique are adequate and effective. Identifying logistical problems which 
might occur using proposed methods. Collecting preliminary data. Determining what 
resources (finance/staff) are needed for a larger study. Assessing the proposed data 
analysis techniques to uncover potential problems. Developing further research question 
and/or research plan. Convincing funding bodies that the further larger study is feasible 





The current study addressed immigrants' ethnic identity shifts, which is a topic that has not been 
researched deeply. Because this is a new area of research, this study – while not being a pilot – 
had some common goals with pilot studies. For example, it assessed who volunteered as 
participants, and what could be learned for future studies; it attempted to establish whether this 
sampling frame and the phenomenological technique were adequate and effective; and it 
attempted to determine what (or if) resources would be needed for a larger study on the same 
topic. 
In his article written in 2005, Frederick Wertz explains the history, methods and concepts of 
phenomenological research. Further, the article compares the phenomenological with other 
qualitative methods. Wertz (2005) sees phenomenological research as an overall positive method 
for counseling psychology research and writes: 
The key phenomenological elements of this research are: (a) suspending scientific 
assumptions about the nature of the patients' problems... (b) gaining descriptive access, 
through interviews, to the life-world situation within and outside of the (psychotherapy 
room) as they were experienced by (subject) in the course of (treatment); (c) an analysis 
of the meanings of situations inside and outside the (therapy room) and the psychological 
processes that gave rise to them; and (d) imaginative variation through which the 
essentials of the life-worldly experience was grasped first at the level of each (subject) 
and then at a more general level that held for all (participants). (p. 175) 
Using Wertz' attention to experience by participants outside the psychotherapy room, this study 
asked about psychotherapists’ thoughts about their patients, not only inside but also outside the 
psychotherapy situation. It included situations in which the psychotherapists are, for example, 





 In their book on the qualitative phenomenological method written by Smith, Flowers and Larkin 
(2009) provided methodological guidelines for this study.  In their chapter about writing the 
analysis portion of a phenomenological study, the authors propose the following: 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis is a qualitative research approach committed to 
the examination of how people make sense of their major life experiences. IPA is 
phenomenological in that it is concerned with exploring experience in its own terms. The 
philosopher Edmund Husserl famously urged phenomenologists to go ‘back to the things 
themselves’, and IPA research follows his lead in this regard, rather than attempting to fix 
experience in predefined or overly abstract categories. (p. 1) 
On the topic of how data should be collected, this study used a questionnaire, while keeping 
some flexibility in case the researcher or the participants felt the need to expand on any given 
topic. Smith, Flowers and Larking (2009) suggest the following: 
Data collection is usually (but not necessarily) in the form of semi-structured interviews 
where an interview schedule is used flexibly and the participant has an important stake in 
what is covered. Transcripts of interviews are analyzed case by case through a 
systematic, qualitative analysis. This is then turned into a narrative account where the 
researcher’s analytic interpretation is presented in detail and is supported with verbatim 
extracts from participants. (p. 4) 
Perhaps the most relevant passage from Smith, Flowers and Larking (2009) justifying IPA’s 
influence over this study of ethnic identity shifts is the following statement: 
One of the interesting things that emerge from the growing corpus of IPA studies is how 





much IPA work is around identity changes associated with major life transitions. In one 
sense this is not surprising. If one embarks on an in-depth inductive qualitative study of a 
topic which has considerable existential moment, as is often the case in IPA research, 
then it is quite likely the participant will link the substantive topic of concern to their 
sense of self/identity. What is noticeable, however, is that this striking feature of IPA 
work is not at all prevalent in many other approaches to psychology. (p. 163)  
In their chapter about qualitative phenomenological research, Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) 
speak about sensitivity, a significant concept for this study. The term sensitivity acknowledges 
different perceptions or sensitivities in each subject. A plurality of sensitivities in a group of 
participants will create varied responses to the same question; consequently, a rich, varied range 
of responses will inform the field on any given topic. The concept of sensitivity is especially 
relevant to the current study because the participants spoke about others (patients), not just about 
themselves (the participants). Consequently, the study became heavily tinged with 
countertransference questions and projections of the psychotherapists in reaction to their patients. 
Participants did perceive at varied levels – and depending on their match with each immigrant 
patient – different aspects of their and their patients’ experiences. 
Also valuable for this study’s development was Edmund Husserl (1913/1962), a foundational 
thinker of phenomenology, who was concerned about positivist tendencies in psychological 
research and proposed some level of skepticism: “In fact we permit no authority to deprive us of 
the right of recognizing all kinds of intuition as equally valuable sources for the justification of 
knowledge, not even that of 'modern natural science.' When it is really natural science that 
speaks, we listen willingly and as disciples” (p.78). In accordance with Husserl’s 





perception of the patient’s ethnic identity shifts during treatment. The current study chose an 
open ended style of interviewing in order to allow participants to speak freely about how they 
experience the therapeutic process in the context of the immigrant patients’ identity changes post 
immigration.  
Because ethnic identity in immigrants is severely understudied (Ainslie, Tummala-Narra, 
Harlem, Barbanel, & Ruth, 2013), the study’s initial hope was to allow psychotherapists to 
explain how they see their patients working through, as well as avoiding, ethnic identity shifts. 
This small study utilized a qualitative phenomenological method so as to not restrict informative 
content from the participants. A more restrictive methodology would perhaps risk the loss of new 
and valuable information. The methodology choice aimed at giving the most freedom for the 
participants to express what they believed to be important about immigrant ethnic identity. 
Additionally, qualitative phenomenological interviews allowed psychotherapists who have a 
relationship of at least a year with one – or more – immigrant patient(s) to speak about aspects of 
shifts in ethnic identity that patients may or may not about themselves. 
Ethnic Identity 
The task of thinking, conceptualizing or even acknowledging the existence of ethnic identity 
touches the fragile and complex aspects of the human experience. Two contrasting errors in 
thinking about ethnic identity may be to assume absolute differences between people or to 
assume a level of similarity between people to the neglect of differences. Perhaps a danger in 
amplifying differences between humans is what may follow: Are we able to acknowledge 
differences without creating a hierarchy of privilege and exclusion? A historically relevant 
misuse of differences has been hierarchic discrimination, racism, objectification, forced labor, 





multiple levels of privilege in different regions of the world based on perceived differences. As 
immigrants from many countries continue arriving in the United States of America, 
psychotherapy must be ethnically, racially and culturally inclusive and informed. This study 
attempted to garner knowledge on how individuals navigate various groups and identities, a 
process particularly salient during immigration. Thus, the task of defining ethnic identity was 
crucial for this study. Phinney and Ong (2007) have convincingly written: 
Ethnic identity is many faceted... But recognizing that ethnic identity has many facets is 
merely a start to understanding it. Ethnic identity derives from a sense of peoplehood 
within a group, a culture, and a particular setting. Yet ethnic identity is not merely 
knowledge and understanding of one's in-group affiliations, even as such insights and 
comprehension are part of it. The achievement of a secure ethnic identity derives from 
experience, but experience is not sufficient to produce it. Because one's ethnic identity is 
constructed over time, the actions and choices of individuals are essential to the process. 
Ethnic identity is distinct in some ways from other group identities, such as racial 
identity, but it also shares aspects of both personal and group identities. (p. 271) 
Ethnic identity is composed of the following components: 1 - self-categorization and labeling; 2 - 
commitment and attachment; 3 - exploration; 4 - ethnic behaviors; 5- evaluation and in-group 
attitudes; 6 - values and beliefs; 7 - importance and salience; 8 - national identity (Phinney & 
Ong, 2007). This study utilized these eight components in the interviews in order to help 
participants think about ethnic identity in their immigrant patients. The study encouraged the 
participants to speak about each of these components; however, it also made room for the 
participants to speak about their own subjective and professional experience while working with 





In his book Identity, youth and crisis Erikson (1968) proposed that people with consolidated 
identity are able to have an intrapsychic experience of subjective self-sameness. This is 
particularly interesting if we think of immigrants who are faced with new situations where their 
cultural reality is questioned and their experience of subjective self-sameness is challenged. 
Erikson posits that individuals with a consolidated identity can behave and feel in a manner that 
is honest and realistic. This study was interested in understanding the development of how 
immigrants self-identify through the progression of their ethnic identity in psychotherapy. It is 
possible that Erikson has a good point in stating that individuals with consolidated identity are 
able to maintain some level of honesty to who they are. Erikson comes from a plural background, 
born from a Jewish mother and a Danish Christian father in Germany. He experienced rejection 
during his time in Europe for being Jewish and for appearing physically different (Friedman & 
Coles, 1999; Bloland, 2006). At the same time he writes – in the 1960s - from the perspective of 
a white, male, educated, European, empowered psychoanalyst immigrant to the United States. 
Perhaps more oppressed identities than the ones with which Erikson arrived in the United States 
could have created alternative subjective – and objective – experience outcomes. Still, this study 
took into consideration Erikson’s perception on identity development, difference, inclusion and 
exclusion. This study attempted to create space for understanding the perception of 
psychotherapists about ethnic identity of individuals at various levels of empowerment. 
Usha Tummala-Narra’s extensive work on the interactions between psychoanalysis, culture, race 
and ethnic identity was crucial for the development of this dissertation. Tummala-Narra, like 
Erikson, observes the United States with the privilege – and burden – of being a foreigner and a 
South Asian woman. In a defense of the importance of cultural competence in psychoanalysis, 





Within the context of an increasingly pluralistic society and significant disparities in 
mental health care for marginalized communities, it behooves psychoanalytic 
practitioners to seriously and consistently engage with cultural competence and all 
practitioners to engage with conceptualizations of social identity that attend to conscious 
and unconscious processes. Challenges to our current mental health care system and the 
multilayered needs of clients require nuanced conceptualizations and techniques that 
respect the breadth and depth of sociocultural issues in the lives of clients and therapists 
and within institutions that provide training and services. (p. 232) 
This study hoped to develop an understanding of ethnic identity progression as a dynamic 
relationship between two actors: patient and therapist. For that reason, the study interviewed 
psychotherapists about their relationships with and perceptions of their immigrant patients. The 
study supposed that the psychotherapist’s perspective is invaluable in understanding the 
“conceptualizations of social identity that attend to conscious and unconscious processes” 
(Tummala-Narra, 2016, p. 232). Sociologist Sinisa Malasevic proposed the following 
interpretation of ethnicity that was useful in my quest for improving my understanding of ethnic 
identity: 
Ethnicity is not a thing or a collective asset of a particular group; it is a social relation in 
which social actors perceive themselves and are perceived by others as being culturally 
distinct collectivities… social contact is a precondition of ethnic group difference, mere 
contact is not enough to generate a sociologically meaningful sense of group 
membership. As Weber (1968) emphasized, it is the effectiveness of social action and, 





transforms group membership into a political community. Ethnicity is in the last instance 
a politicized culture. (p. 4) 
One way of thinking about the use of ethnic identity – which may or may not include race 
(Collins, 1999) – and its use within the therapeutic relationship is to see it as a point of entry 
(Holmes, 1992). A psychotherapist who worries that a conversation about race or ethnic identity 
would not progress into other important unconscious material could perhaps consider Holmes' 
point of entry idea. Immigrants talking about their ethnic identities can open topics that have 
been closed due to a certain way of adapting to a new – or home/former - culture. Along with 
adapting to a new culture, a person slowly understands topics that are not welcomed in the host – 
as well as former - nation. For example, let us take the situation of an immigrant who moves 
from a country where dancing is not important to a host country where dancing is a central part 
of social gatherings. Perhaps this immigrant would have difficulty speaking about how 
inadequate they feel as a consequence of having to deal with a custom to which they are not 
habituated. A psychotherapist who creates space for the immigrant patient to speak about the 
immigrant's sense of inadequacy and intimidation due to cultural differences would perhaps be 
able to open space for many earlier or regressed moments in which the immigrant patient has 
experienced a similar feeling.   
Another important point Holmes (1992) raises is that psychotherapists attempt to think of race 
not only as connected to racism, but also as community, group and external question. She 
brilliantly directed psychotherapists to consider an engagement with race that becomes internal 
and takes place inside the consultation room. In this study, I asked psychotherapists to think of 
ethnic identity within the consultation room. Interviewing psychotherapists who were not 





understand the role of the person who creates space for the immigrant patient to utilize ethnic 
identity in the context of his/her treatment. Holmes' idea of bringing a group/external topic into 
an individual/internal therapeutic moment helps psychotherapists to think about the influence of, 
among others, ethnic identity in immigrants. 
Leary (1999) adds to the discussion by highlighting the importance of ethnicity and race in 
psychotherapeutic work: 
It is clear that race and ethnicity exist as a potent force in the social milieu in which 
psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic psychotherapy are situated. It makes sense to assume 
that it operates as a powerful and pervasive influence on the treatment process in ways 
that clinical psychoanalysis has not been in a position to appreciate before. Increasing 
attention to cultural issues at large is drawing attention to the culture of the consulting 
room. This, in turn, may point to the utility of critiquing not only the anonymous analyst, 
but the racially anonymous one as well. (p. 187) 
Leary’s powerful words defending the central role and influence of ethnicity and race informed 
this study’s search for understanding the way therapists interact with and understand their 
patients’ ethnic identity progression. Her words serve to create discomfort in psychotherapists 
who believe they can stay racially or ethnically completely anonymous – most importantly – in 
their self-observation while working with patients. This study also attempted to improve the 
general understanding of “the culture of the consulting room” referenced in the previous quote. 
Ainslie (2011) states that "societal values, norms, and forces are carried and represented, forming 
an ever-present backdrop to our psychological lives" (p. 560). Ainslie’s point about how ideas 
and norms are carried together with the immigrant bodies that move into a new nation prompted 





perceive in their immigrant patients. The study acknowledged that different immigrants have 
widely varying levels of attachment to their home and host countries. The choice of the 
qualitative phenomenological method was made to capture the abstract quality of the 
psychotherapists’ perception of their immigrant patients’ ethnic identity development. 
Ainslie (2011) further proposes that reparative efforts exist in the process of immigration. For 
example, immigrants use reveries3 as well as the creation of transitional spaces4in enduring the 
stress of immigration and acculturation. This study aimed at better understanding 
psychotherapists’ perceptions of the ways that ethnic identity can progress in order to repair the 
shaken identity of immigrants: 1)In what ways does the psychotherapeutic process help people 
who moved countries to heal the pre- and post-immigration pains?; 2) In what ways is this 
progression related to general improvement of the patient?; 3) What do psychotherapists believe 
about how their positionalities affect the immigrant patients’ ability to engage or avoid the topic 
of ethnic identity?; 4) How are therapeutic instances in which reveries and transitional spaces are 
mentioned relevant in the progression or continuity of the patients’ ethnic identities? 
                                                        
3 Reverie is a state of being pleasantly lost in one’s thoughts; a daydream. Ainslie (2011) is 
referring to immigrants having thoughts and fantasies about future or past possibilities in the 
homeland from which they have departed. He believes these fantasies “serve defensive and 
compensatory functions in the face of the psychological challenges that accompany the attempt 
to engage a new culture and to redefine self-representations in light of these challenges” (p. 561). 
4 Ainslie (2011) wrote about “cultural mourning as immigrants struggle to adjust to the realities 
of being away from home by creating or transforming public spaces so that they serve a variety 
of psychically important functions. For example, these settings serve as transitional spaces that 
are simultaneously ‘here’ and there,’ ‘present’ and ‘past,’ and which immigrants physically and 
materially engage current challenges. These spaces also serve emotionally reparative functions” 
(p. 561). An example of a transitional space would be a culturally Russian part of an Israeli town 
in which the Russian-born immigrant is able to experience a former moment of her or his life 
through the exposure of culturally Russian written press, smells, tastes, sounds and human 
behavior. Thus, Ainslie’s transitional spaces to immigrants is comparable to what Winnicott 





Since individual ethnic identity is related to groups and how individuals make choices that 
connect them to one or another group, it is possible to discuss whether or not immigrants feel 
they have a choice over when and how their ethnic identities shift. Perhaps certain ethnic 
identities are beyond choice; however, how one joins or resists a set of ideas that becomes part of 
one's ethnic identity influences the way in which one becomes part of the group. In attempting to 
understand the effect of groups in individuals, Freud (1921) wrote: 
Our hypothesis finds support in the first instance from two passing thoughts. First, that a 
group is clearly held together by a power of some kind: and to what power could this feat 
be better ascribed than to Eros, which holds together everything in the world? Secondly, 
that if an individual gives up his distinctiveness in a group and lets its other members 
influence him by suggestion, it gives one the impression that he does it because he feels 
the need of being in harmony with them rather than in opposition to them – so that 
perhaps after all he does it 'ihnen zu Liebe' ['for their sake' or literally 'for love of them']. 
(p. 91-92) 
The above passage may relate to the experience of a recent immigrant in his/her relationship to 
the host culture. Could one aspect of behaving in accordance with the host culture be similar to 
what Freud describes – while speaking about individuals - as ‘for their sake’ or ‘for the love of 
them’? Is it possible to apply Freudian theory on the relationships between the individual and the 
group to the relationship between the immigrant to the host nation/culture in this study? To what 
extent are immigration, arrival, acculturation and a sense of well-being post-acculturation 
comparable to an individual's act of love or loving a group?  
In a later section, while speaking about what he calls artificial groups exemplified by religion or 





Fundamentally indeed every religion is in this same way a religion of love for all those 
whom it embraces; while cruelty and intolerance towards those who do not belong to it 
are natural of every religion. However difficult we may find it personally, we ought not 
to reproach believers too severely on this account; people who are unbelieving or 
indifferent are much better off psychologically in this matter [of cruelty and intolerance].  
(p. 98) 
To what extent is the cruelty towards those outside a religious group, for example, different from 
the cruelty towards those outside a culture or a national identity? To what extent is the task 
immigrants face as they arrive in a new country different from the task an individual from a 
minority religion faces in dealing with a religious majority? Furthermore, Freud (1921) follows 
the words above with what we can now understand to be an optimistic perspective in asserting 
that violence and intolerance were no longer at the levels of former centuries. This statement 
sounds incoherent given the horrors that would take place during World War II under the silence 
and cooperation of various European countries and institutions. Nevertheless, to his credit, nine 
years later Freud (1930) corrects his earlier optimism with the following lines: 
The fateful question for the human species seems to me to be whether and to what extent 
their cultural development will succeed in mastering the disturbance of their communal 
life by the human instinct of aggression and self-destruction. It may be that in this respect 
precisely the present time deserves a special interest. Men have gained control over the 
forces of nature to such an extent that with their help they would have no difficulty in 
exterminating one another to the last man. They know this, and hence comes a large part 





Immigrants negotiate the possibility of all levels of mistreatments by host nations while they 
develop their ethnic identities. At the same time, immigrants hope for all the possible positive 
outcomes from communal life, as well as all types of opportunities in the host country. 
Immigrant patients make ethnic identity choices – consciously and unconsciously – due to a 
combination of the need for survival in the host nation and preservation of the identity they are 
not willing to abandon. This paper contributes to the psychological field, from the perspective of 
the psychotherapists’ subjective realities and perceptions, the aspects of immigration, ethnic 
identity development and culturally aware psychotherapy. 
Immigration 
This section reviews literature in which psychoanalysis is applied to understand situations where 
individuals exist between cultures as a consequence of immigration. The selected works 
reviewed here inform this study as to how to think about the place of the immigrant with a 
specific focus on psychoanalysis, which helped this study to elaborate ways to ask questions 
about immigrants' ethnic identity to their psychotherapists.  
The choice of psychoanalytic literature and thought over other theoretical outlook took place for 
the following reasons: 1) the study utilized psychoanalysis’ respect for early development, regard 
for former generations as well as for the present and future (Freud, 1930); 2) the study hoped to 
allow space for the participants to utilize slips of the tongue or dreams – and the belief that they 
are unconscious manifestations (Freud, 1900) - in order to speak about progressions in ethnic 
identity; 3) the study was influenced by how psychoanalytically informed psychotherapists think 
about the connection between the superego and cultural norms and rules, as immigrants 
inevitably feel a conflict between their superegos and cultural norms of the host nation (Akhtar, 





writing about immigration, culture, and identity (Sluzky, 1979; Leary, 1997; Ainslie, 2002; 
Huang & Akhtar, 2005; Suchet, 2007; Harlem, 2009; Ainslie et al., 2013; Yi, 2014; Tummala-
Narra, 2016); 5) psychoanalysis has a rich tradition of psychotherapists who have migrated; 
6)even if immigration and ethnic identity have not been in the forefront of psychoanalytic 
thinking, psychoanalysis was conceived in Vienna – the capital of a multi-cultural Austro-
Hungarian Empire - and by Sigmund Freud – a member of a religious minority who experienced 
the oppression of a mostly catholic Austria (Beller, 1990);7) psychoanalysis was further 
developed and practiced by continental Europeans who moved to England and the Americas; 7 – 
In the psychoanalytic situation with deep attention on transference and countertransference, there 
may be a repetition of what happens during immigration as a patient/person arriving in a new 
psychoanalytic office/country and working through his/her projections with the new 
psychotherapy/country. 
This study used ideas from various important psychoanalysts in order to frame the internal 
realities and processes related to immigration. Akhtar (1995) contextualizes the experience of 
immigration in a way that is useful for this study: 
Immigration from one country to another is a complex and multifaceted psychosocial 
process with significant and lasting effects on an individual’s identity. Leaving one’s 
country involves profound losses. Often one has to give up familiar food, native music, 
unquestioned social customs, and even one’s language. The new country offers strange-
tasting food, new songs, different political concerns, unfamiliar language, pale festivals, 
unknown heroes, psychically unearned history, and a visually unfamiliar landscape. 
However, alongside the various losses is a renewed opportunity for psychic growth and 





identification models, different superego dictates, and different ideals. One thing is clear: 
immigration results in a sudden change from an average expectable environment to a 
strange and unpredictable one. (p. 1052) 
Researching the post-immigration psychotherapy process in the current study created deeper 
understanding of many of the processes described above by Akhtar. The study could have 
controlled exactly which types of experiences happened in the clinical work of the participants. 
Yet, the study aimed at gathering material related to the way Akhtar eloquently described 
immigration. Moreover, the study emphasized the optimistic aspect of what Akhtar stated above 
as renewed opportunity for psychic growth and alterations. 
Furthermore, this study attempted to shed light on a duality noted by Harlem (2009) in terms of 
ethnic identity shifts in discussing contemporary immigrants attempting to maintain a link with 
the native and host cultures. He is concerned with the ways in which psychoanalytic theory and 
practice can grow from thinking about cultural differences. Particularly useful and relevant to 
this study is Harlem's suggestion that, "cultural psychology's pluralistic conception of difference 
may be useful to the psychoanalytic project of theorizing linkages between individual 
subjectivity, relational phenomena and culture" (p. 273).  
In order to think of the current political and social climate in the United States, I think of the 
2016 presidential election campaign in the United States between Hillary Clinton and Donald 
Trump demonstrated a certain level of fear of immigrants, minorities and internationals. I 
wonder how immigrants are currently reacting to the political climate. The United States may be 
paradoxically moving toward a stance where on one end it is internationally intrusive (militarily, 
culturally and economically) while domestically it is isolationist (anti-foreigners and anti-free 





psychotherapist spoke about the progression of their identities over time. This study was 
interested in how immigrants develop their ethnic identities while learning the rules of the host 
culture and how they adapt as they progressively understand the host country and themselves.  
In order to think about the position of an individual immigrant one must first think that she/he 
was once part of a different group with different rules, ideas and taboos. By entering a new 
country, a person is in a position to make choices about how to live under a different set of rules. 
The question of whether people make choices or whether their actions are limited by their 
experience is an important one at this point, because immigrants might have limited ability to 
make choices. This study attempted to allow space for psychotherapists to explain how they 
perceive shifts that are outcomes of choices and shifts that are direct consequences of a patient’s 
pre-immigration experiences. Perhaps an important part of the pressure on immigrants to adapt to 
the host culture and not behave in a culturally transgressive way is explained by Freud (1913) as 
he states: 
Only if the violation of a taboo is not automatically avenged upon the wrong-doer does a 
collective feeling arise among savages that they are all threatened by the outrage; and 
they thereupon hasten to carry out the omitted punishment themselves. There is no 
difficulty in explaining the mechanism of this solidarity. What is in question is fear of 
and infectious example, of the temptation to imitate – that is, of the contagious character 
of taboo. If one person succeeds in gratifying the repressed desire, the same desire is 
bound to be kindled in all the other members of the community. In order to keep 
temptation down, the envied transgressor must be deprived of the fruit of his enterprise; 
and the punishment will not infrequently give those who carry it out an opportunity of 





Maintaining engagement in two cultures can present various levels of stress. A bicultural model 
of existence requires a significant emotional effort from the immigrant who has to, in some 
cases, deal with exclusion resulting from racism and social devaluation of their native heritage. 
This complicated and unavoidable reality for bicultural individuals complicates the structures of 
acculturation and ethnic identity (Boulanger, 2015; Phinney, 1990). This study attempted to 
gather information on the psychotherapists’ understanding of how bicultural immigrants struggle 
with social devaluation and racism while they develop their ethnic identity. 
Summers (2014) defends the relevance of the psychotherapist being aware of their cultural 
background as well as that of the client. He highlights the value of understanding differences and 
similarities between the psychotherapist and the patient. This approach, which puts weight on the 
value of understanding difference, in many ways challenges a more traditional view in which the 
psychotherapist-patient dyad would be doing enough if it worked on the meaning of the patient-
therapist relationship while acknowledging that the therapist means significantly more than just 
the person sitting across from the patient. Summers' focus on cultural understanding brings to 
light that sometimes people will misunderstand one another due to different cultural values, 
expectations or, using Sigmund Freud's (1913, 1921) terminology, taboos and identifications. 
Summers’ stance also avoids turning ethnicity into a taboo, or unreachable topic, within the 
therapeutic space.  
Eng and Han (2000) utilize Freud’s ideas about grief and melancholia to think about how Asian-
Americans work through their immigration, assimilation and racialization. “We propose a 
concept of melancholia as a depathologized structure of everyday group experience for Asian 
Americans” (p. 667). This study was interested in understanding whether melancholic situations 





must wonder whether certain behaviors deemed pathological in one group may be seen as a form 
of adapting to an adverse situation in another group. 
The emotional structure of each immigrant and the quality of their object relations will affect the 
range of decisions and abilities while integrating to the host nation for the individual. The 
implication is then that one must be ready not only to acknowledge group-to-group difference, 
but also within-group difference, if we are to responsibly think of ethnic identity shifts in 
immigrant patients. The process of ethnic identity is likely to be affected by earlier moments and 
structures internalized by the immigrant. Ainslie (2002) states: 
Psychoanalytic accounts of the psychological impact of immigration typically stand on 
these two propositions. That is, the psychological resources available to the immigrant, 
and, in particular, the quality of the immigrant's object relations (the meaning of 
developmentally defining emotional ties and how these exert a continuing influence on 
our capacity for engagement with others and with the cultural milieu), are viewed as 
crucial. Even though immigrants' families may not be physically present, such ties are 
part of the internalized emotional history that they carry in conscious and unconscious 
ways. Second, the intensity of the stresses that are brought to bear upon the immigrant by 
"reality" during the course of the immigration experience are obviously a powerful factor 
in determining the character of the immigrant's engagement. (p. 290) 
The idea to interview psychotherapists about the immigrant's ethnic identity experience was 
related to Ainslie's words above. Asking for a psychotherapist's impressions and understanding 
of immigrant patient's ethnic development honored the role of the psychotherapist as someone 
who – along with the patient - visits the various moments of the patients' life and perceives the 





therapeutic dyad has the opportunity to revisit various moments and perceptions in a patient’s 
life. Along the way these moments and perceptions start to change. A psychotherapist is in a 
privileged position of understanding the patient's family history, quality of object relations and 
the stressors of immigration history (Sluzky, 1979).  
Going back to Summers’ (2014) work and his attention to ethnic invisibility in some immigrants: 
he uses the example of a light-skinned Argentinean patient. Thinking of people with white skin 
who do not feel at home within the institutions of the United States may provide particularly 
useful information, as it helps one to think about the relationship between skin color and 
ethnicity. Sometimes in the United States, white foreigners will experience exclusion. It is 
always important to keep in mind they are able to hide within the white skinned majority if they 
do not display, for example, their foreign accent and learn to dress and move in ways that look 
less international. Additionally, in following Summers’ view that necessitates the immigrant’s 
historical and cultural background in identity formation, the current study attempted to 
understand how psychotherapists keep the historical and cultural backgrounds of their patients in 
mind as they listen and intervene.  
Another significant aspect of the immigration experience is addressed by Huang and Akhtar 
(2005) in their contribution to the psychoanalytic literature sexuality in immigration. This study 
was interested in Huang and Akhtar’s understanding that sexuality can be rooted in culture and 
focused on the way immigrants’ understanding of their sexuality is connected to their ethnic 
identity shifts. For example, how did immigrant patients work through diverging sexual cultural 
realities? Which culture affected the immigrant, and when did the immigrant rely on their native 
culture or their host culture? How did the psychotherapists’ cultural affiliations affect the way 





In her wonderful narrative on her work with a fellow South African patient, Ipp (2010) gives a 
concrete example of the effect a patient can have on the ethnic identity of a psychotherapist. Ipp 
also speaks about the powerful outcome a psychotherapy relationship can have in understanding 
important repressed material before or during the immigration process. Drawing from Ipp’s 
narrative, this study asked psychotherapists to speak about how their patients have affected their 
perception of their ethnic identities.  
The body of literature presented in this chapter informed and guided this study’s progress in 
considering aspects of ethnic identity, qualitative phenomenological interviewing and 
psychoanalytic articles about immigration. 
Chapter 3 - Methodology: 
This chapter reviews the methods used in this Qualitative Phenomenological research paper.  
Size 
Nine psychotherapists were recruited to participate in this study. Qualitative phenomenological 
studies are often smaller in sample size than most other studies, aiming to seek depth over 
quantity. In fact, a sample size of three or four is common in such studies. For this study the goal 
was to hear from more psychotherapists in order to increase the variety of approaches and 
perceptions obtained in the responses. The decision to increase to nine participants arose out of 
conversations with this dissertation’s adviser, Elliot Jurist, as he and I believed we would obtain 
a more relevant body of information. Additionally, I conducted all interviews, transcribed and 
analyzed all transcripts without research assistants.  Consequently, we decided not to make the 





structured interviews. Therefore, the study was able to incorporate a large sample size given its 
qualitative phenomenological methodology. 
Criteria for inclusion 
The criteria for inclusion were as follows: 1) the participant is a psychotherapy provider with any 
of the following titles: Social Worker, Clinical Psychologist, Psychiatrist or Mental Health 
Counselor; 2) the participant has worked with at least one immigrant patient for over one year; 3) 
the participant was willing to be interviewed on the topic of her/his perception of ethnic identity 
progression on her/his patient; 4)participants of all ages were eligible for study participation; 5) 
the participant states they are able to recall and speak about at least one psychotherapy case with 
an immigrant patient; 6)the participant met with patients in the New York City Metropolitan 
area, which include the following counties: 
Ulster, Dutchess, Litchfield, Pike, Orange, Putnam, Fairfield, New Haven, Westchester, 
Rockland, Pike, Monroe, Carbon, Lehigh, Northampton, Warren, Sussex, Passaic, 
Bergen, Morris, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Somerset, Union, Middlesex, Mercer, 
Monmouth, Ocean, Nassau, Suffolk, Staten Island, Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx and 
Manhattan. 
Sampling and recruitment procedures 
Participants were found via e-mail directed at the following New York City Metropolitan area 
institutions: 1) psychotherapy academic departments; 2) hospitals; and 3) community clinics. 






Once prospective participants responded stating that they were interested in participating in this 
study, an email was sent to them in order to schedule a phone screening appointment. During the 
telephone screening, the prospective participant was asked to respond to the following questions: 
1) psychotherapeutic experience working with immigrants (years and number of patients); 2) 
prospective subject's age; 3) prospective subject's ethnic identity; 4) prospective subject's gender 
and preferred pronoun; 5) idioms spoken by prospective subject.  
During the screening telephone call, prospective participants obtained detailed information about 
the study: 1) duration; 2) research question; 3) methodology; 4) lack of financial compensation 
for participation; and 5) location of interviews. 
The first nine participants to complete the screening form and to be eligible to participate in the 
study were recruited and subsequently interviewed.  
Informed Consent 
Participants were provided with informed consent information during the screening telephone 
call that included the following list (Cone and Foster, 2003): 
1. A description of the study and its purpose 
2. The information the participant will be asked to provide, if any 
3. A description of what the participant will be asked to do and how long it will take 
4. A description of potential risks and benefits to individual participants 
5. A statement that participation is voluntary and that the participant can withdraw at any 





6. Reassurance that all data will be kept confidential and a description of any circumstances 
in which the researcher would have to forgo confidentiality 
7. The name and phone number of a person the participant may call to get further 
information about the research 
8. The name and phone number of a person (other than the researcher) the participant may 
call if he or she has any complaints as a result of participating in the study 
9. Information regarding whether and what compensation will be provided 
10. Explanation that a summary of the results/findings will be available if wanted 
Design 
The study used the qualitative phenomenological research method. It aimed to develop an 
understanding of the psychotherapist’s lived experience of their immigrant patients' ethnic 
identity development. Human perception can be abstract and thus the study hoped to embrace 
such reality and to produce knowledge about psychotherapists’ perception using qualitative 
phenomenology. In Giorgi's words: "Phenomenology is the study of the structure, and the 
variations of structure, of the consciousness to which anything, event, or person appears" 
(Giorgi, 1975, p.83). Examples of structures relevant to immigrants are languages, countries, 
religion, socio-economic standing, education, wealth and – crucial to this study – ethnic identity, 
which is in many ways related to the other items listed. 
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) clarify the qualitative phenomenological method with the 
following words: 
A semi-structured life world interview attempts to understand themes of the lived 





obtain descriptions of the interviewees' lived world with respect to interpretation of the 
meaning of the described phenomena. It comes close to an everyday conversation, but as 
a professional interview it has a purpose and involves a specific approach and technique; 
it is semi-structured—it is neither an open everyday conversation nor a closed 
questionnaire. It is conducted according to an interview guide that focuses on certain 
themes and that may include suggested questions. The interview is usually transcribed, 
and the written text and sound recording together constitute the materials for the 
subsequent analysis of meaning. (p. 27) 
According to Frederick Wertz (2005): 
The key phenomenological elements of … research are [a] suspending scientific 
assumptions about (the participants' perception) ; [b] gaining descriptive access, through 
interviews, to the (therapeutic) situations within and outside of the (psychotherapist's 
consultation room) as they were experienced by the (psychotherapists) in the course of 
(their immigrant patient's narratives); [c] an analysis of the meanings of situations inside 
and outside the (psychotherapist's consultation room) and the psychological processes 
that gave rise to them; and [d] imaginative variation through which the essentials of the 
life-worldly experience was grasped first at the level of each (psychotherapist) and then 
at a more general level that held for all (psychotherapist). (p. 175) 
Wertz (2005) further states eight particular strengths of the phenomenological methods for 
research in psychology: 
[a] its continuous and multiple lines of development over a 100-year period; [b] its 
sophisticated and still evolving philosophical foundation; [c] its concepts and methods 





disciplinary areas such as learning, perception, language, cognition, personality, and 
social life; [e] its formalization of qualitative research methods and methodology, with 
justification of norms concerning reliability and validity; [f] its long-standing and diverse 
contributions in specific areas of mental health and counseling; [g] its employment in 
graduate education, including the development of a complete, APA-approved curriculum 
(at Duquesne University) incorporating philosophy of science, clinical praxis, and 
training in qualitative research; and [h] its lively dialog with other disciplines, with other 
schools of psychology, and with other approaches to research in psychology. (p. 176) 
Limitations 
Even though the chosen methodology has significant strengths, it also presents with limitations 
for the study. For example, what was the negative or limiting aspect of talking about immigrant 
patients while excluding their own voices? This study did not capture the firsthand experiences 
of the immigrant patients. It was limited to the therapists’ perceptions about the immigrants’ 
experiences. It is therefore not a study about the experience of the immigrant but a study on the 
perceptions of therapists. The study thus left out the first account that an immigrant would give 
of her/his experience. The results of this study were affected by the transference and 
countertransference between therapist and patient.  
The study was also limited by how much the therapist was able to understand and hold the 
plurality of cultural and ethnic realities that immigrants face when they move from one country 
to another. Furthermore, some psychotherapists may have had experiences with immigrant 
patients who do not talk about ethnic identity shifts. In such cases, the proposed interview may 





The study risked, at some level, intimidating psychotherapists who usually do not think about 
ethnic identity in their patients.  For example, a psychotherapist who is uncomfortable talking 
about culture, difference and ethnicity may not react positively to the questionnaire proposed 
below. Additionally, since I am an immigrant and I interviewed the participants, participants may 
have been influenced by the fact that they were speaking with an immigrant about immigrants, 
which could potentially have led different participants to speak more, or less, about various 
aspects of immigration. 
In light of these limitations, the study created deeply phenomenological interviews about 
therapists’ understanding of their immigrant patients’ ethnic identity shifts. Shortcomings during 
the interviews will be discussed and constructive suggestions for future studies will be 
formulated in chapter 5 of this paper.  
Dependent Variables 
This qualitative phenomenological study did not have groups to which assign the participants. 
The first nine people to respond to the recruitment email and to accept to be interviewed were 
selected for this study.  
The participants' subjective realities and perceptions about their immigrant patients' ethnic 
identity shifts was studied. The participants' positionality likely affected their perceptions of their 
patients’ experiences (Holmes, 1992; Harlem, 2009; Ainslie, 2011; Summers, 2014). This 
qualitative phenomenological study did not attempt to fully isolate all variables that affect the 
participants' perceptions of their immigrant patients' ethnic identities. However, by working with 
a small but diverse sample - immigrants, non-immigrants, minority-identified, queer folk, men 
and women, as well as representatives from four continents – the study aimed to obtain various 





psychotherapists think and address – concretely and abstractly – ethnic identity shifts in their 
work.  
The study attended particularly to the qualitative phenomenological notion of Life World which 
Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) describe as the "world as it is encountered in everyday experience 
and given in direct immediate experience, independent of and prior to explanations," (p. 29). 
Merleau-Ponty further emphasizes the importance of the primary experience of the world in the 
following passage: 
All my knowledge of the world, even my scientific knowledge, is gained from my own 
particular point of view, or from some experience of the world without which the 
symbols of science would be meaningless. The whole universe of science is built upon 
the world as directly experienced, and if we want to subject science itself to rigorous 
scrutiny and arrive at a precise assessment of its meaning and scope, we must begin by 
re-awakening the basic experiences of the world of which science is the second order 
expression. (p. 8) 
The methodology described in this chapter guided this study. Qualitative Phenomenological 
Method was chosen to study psychotherapists’ subjective experience of their immigrant patients’ 
ethnic identity development. This profoundly flexible qualitative methodology was chosen in 
order not to restrict how psychotherapists formulate their responses if they notice ethnic identity 
progression or change in their immigrant patients. This study’s methodological formulation 







The following questions served as guideline for the interviews with the nine participants 
selected. These questions were asked in each subject’s consulting room. The questions were 
asked in the singular tense; however, therapists were instructed to respond about more than one 
patient in case they felt the question applied to more than one patient. 
1. In your regular meetings with your patient, does your patient speak about her/his ethnic 
identity? How?  
2. Do you ask your patient to speak about his/her ethnic identity? How?  
3. What is it that you have learned from your patient about ethnic identity?  
4. What is your basic understanding of your ethnic identity?   
a. Do you think it interacts with your immigrant patient’s ethnic identity?  
5. In the psychoanalytic situation with deep attention paid to transference and 
countertransference, there may be a repetition of what happens during immigration: that 
is, a patient arriving in a new psychotherapy office, just like an immigrant arriving in a 
new country, and, perhaps in both situations working through her/his projections with 
either the new therapeutic work or the new country. Have you noticed this parallel in 
your work with immigrant patients?          
6. Has there been any shift in your immigrant patient’s ethnic identity?   
a. Have you noticed any shift in your ethnic identity as a consequence of working with 





7. Have you noticed your immigrant patient reconnecting with what one scholar has called 
“amputated aspects” of who she/he is?  
8. What is your subjective experience of thinking about your immigrant patient who is 
working through her/his ethnic identity shifts?  
9. How do you think ethnic identity shifts interact with the improvement – or change - of 
other symptoms in immigrant patients?  
10. What are important aspects of the experience of working with immigrants that we have 
not covered in this interview?  
11. How has it been different working with immigrant and non-immigrant patients?  
Chapter 4 – Results:  
 
After interviewing nine participants, who spoke about their psychotherapy work with over thirty 
immigrant patients, this study analyzed the collected information using the following 
methodology: 
1. Interviews were transcribed. 
2. Each transcript was read twice and all relevant passages were highlighted.  
3. Eleven different themes were identified in the interviews. 
4. In conjunction with the dissertation adviser, the list of themes was further curated to 
include only the most relevant.  
5. Examples for each theme were selected from the transcripts in addition to initial analysis 





In the interest of presenting the obtained material to best represent the psychotherapists’ 
perception of ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients, this chapter is divided into the 
following four sections: 
1. Status, Work, Education, and Wealth  
2. Community, Family and Religion 
3. Language, Nation, Skin color and Race 
4. Transference, Counter-Transference, and Emotions 
In order to protect the participants’ identities, this paper will use the following fictitious names in 
place of participant names: Julie, Sarah, Mita, Mei, Maria, James, Evan, Anvi and Ali. The 
following table contains an overview of each participant to provide more insights into their 
backgrounds of the participants: 
 
Name Regional Background Immigrant 
Julie East Asia Yes 
Sarah Caribbean Yes 
Mita North America 
(Scandinavian Background) 
No 
Mei Middle East Yes 
Maria Caucasus Yes 







Evan North America 
(Mediterranean background) 
No 
Anvi Central America Yes 
Ali North America 
(Mediterranean Background) 
No 
Table 1:Participant Pseudonym, Background and Immigrant Status 
Status, Work, Education and Wealth 
Improving one’s general life conditions is a recurrent motive for immigration. This study found 
that participants perceive that the question of status, one’s own or that of their kin or community, 
in the host country is a topic that immigrant patients often think and talk about. In the interviews, 
various examples of participants experiencing immigrants’ struggles with questions of status 
came up. Participants understood that different immigrants view different types of status as most 
important. Participants felt some immigrant patients consider individual success as important, 
while others put greater importance on family or community success. Most participants 
perceived that immigrant patients tended to think of status in terms of good work, sufficient 
education, wealth, and legal immigration standing. 
Participant Mita exemplified how an immigrant’s sense of status can be related to pre-
immigration family emotional structure. For example, some families immigrate separately, some 
families separate permanently because of immigration, and some families move to another 
country together.  
In this case, Mita mentioned the many extra steps immigrants tend to have to achieve similar – or 





Given he has all these additional hurdles that he has to go through… Given his 
immigration background… I mean in his previous job, in Europe, he was working in 
(central European country), he was a manager, he was working as an assistant professor, 
and he had all these things going. And then he came to the US and the best work he could 
find as an accountant was with a temp agency. So, it was a real change in status for him. 
And I can see how he is working so hard. You know, he works more than full time hours 
and he is studying for all these exams. He is working so hard to get to the level of status 
he had before he came. And I think that all of that relates to, hmm, this history, this more 
distant history of his aggression and his potency and his confidence. And how that has 
been something that has been more dormant in some ways, hum, for a long time, that I 
have been encouraging him to nurture more in his life now. And he is making gradual 
progress, but it is hard. (Mita) 
Moving to the United States meant a professional regression for Mita’s patient. He is working to 
return to a professional level in which he once belonged.  
Strong negative emotions may arise in situations where immigrant patients speak about their 
families. Participant Maria recalls working with a South Asian immigrant who worked in a street 
market with his family in the United States: 
…because this is his family’s story, to come here (New York) and not have their paper 
work in place. “Those dirty (animals)”, yes, he describes them. “You know, how come 
they didn’t do this (obtain USA citizenship for him), and now I can’t travel”. So when he 
is talking about these interns (at work) who are from (prestigious private colleges from 





is obviously coming from humble means, but he has worked so hard to get himself into 
that CEO world. This is the world that is so foreign to him. He can’t travel. (Maria) 
In this example, I perceive that the immigrant patient reached a professional location in the world 
of finance where he felt he was not able to interact with people from more privileged status at a 
place of equality. Maria mentioned the Ivy league education, the travels and the money that her 
patient associates with his co-workers. I perceive Maria to be saying that these differences in 
status make her patient less likely to feel well in social situations with his new peers. Maria 
described his frustration as she states: 
He came back after the internship and said, “You know, I thought I was going to make all 
this money, but I spend so much money because there is such an expectation”. He spent 
more money than his parents make in a year at the bar that summer as an intern... He was 
looking at the big giant salary. He was not looking at the facts that yeah there is an 
expectation of having the social status as a result of that. That is just not his world at all, 
so it really created a crisis for him, about where he wants to go with his profession. 
(Maria) 
In this South Asian family, a college-aged child was earning significantly more money than his 
parents. He was also in a professional world where he felt the need to display a history of family 
wealth that would normalize him. As a consequence of the gap in his family background and his 
new professional location, the immigrant patient described by Maria feels like an outsider in both 
his professional and family worlds. An important aspect of Maria’s understanding of her 
psychotherapy work with this patient was integration between both realities. Maria reported her 
patient further spoke about his situation in mentioning his interactions with his older siblings 





There were many arguments that were happening among these siblings during that time 
in particular. Because he was really in distress of losing. And he said, “Was I being too 
luxurious? Was I boasting too grandiose in thinking that I could be in this other world 
and actually make money”? This is another crisis that came up for him. (Maria) 
The question of immigrants of modest background feeling successful in a professional, white 
collar, environment in the New York City area can also appear within the office culture. 
Sometimes, professional well-being for immigrant patients can be negatively affected by work 
place microaggressions. Through questions, comments, looks and attitudes, co-workers interact, 
help, include and exclude one another. Maria explained her patient’s experience of the intricacies 
of such interactions in stating: 
…being a woman, and a woman from (Middle Eastern country), but also culturally not 
fully identified with that culture (patient was born in a different country than where she 
grew up). And how she felt insulted by the questions that were being asked of her. 
Hmm… you know, the foods that she eats, and the things that she felt from her point of 
view, that people were asking without her permission, really. Because they were bringing 
it up, like, “wow, do you eat? Are you fasting”? (Maria) 
Difference and status was not only reported at the work situation in this study. Participants also 
spoke about status and difference from the perspective of being in the consultation room with the 
patient. Evan compared his subjective experience about his positionality in the United States to 
that of his immigrant patient of Caribbean African background. He stated: 
I have got a certain hand that I have been given at birth, you know, that has its advantages 
to it… I could very easily move through white people’s worlds (Evan identifies as under-





of… money behind it. And I really have to sort of earn it all. And no one is going to help 
me. And I don’t have sort of… people who are in a position to sort of help me. (Evan) 
In this previous example, Evan spoke about how his perceived positionality made him feel close 
to his immigrant patient. Evan presented the argument that a white citizen of the United States 
can feel at a certain level similar and close to a Caribbean immigrant of African background. The 
way Evan connected the two backgrounds is by speaking about the lack of financial stability in 
his and his patient’s background. I perceive Evan to be comparing his class identity to his 
patient’s race identity. I wonder how often psychotherapists utilize perceived equivalences in 
their work. I also wonder if there is any possible advantage in working with perceived 
equivalences, or if it just creates opportunity for psychotherapists to blur real distinctions of 
experiences between two types of perceived and real oppressions.  
Participants have described immigrant patients who have various feelings about status. I wonder 
if immigrant patients are sometimes afraid of what can happen if people know they are 
internationals. In her interview, Anvi spoke about her Latin American female patient: 
She felt inferior in the (psychotherapy) room. In her case it was because she is 
undocumented. And she is (Central American nationality), and so for her, I think there is 
a lot of fear about it… just being, and living in a world, and in a country where she is 
treated differently. Because of her status of being undocumented, and having nowhere 
where she really felt safe, she almost tried to blend in entirely. From head to toe, in our 
work, she talks a lot about it. (Anvi) 
Anvi shared her experience about immigrants who attempt to blend into the dominant USA 
culture as a strategy to cope with her feeling unsafe. In this case, the immigrant patient was 





immigrant feared being treated differently due to looking like she is not from the United States. I 
perceive the patient to be afraid of being reminded of her minority status by institutions or people 
in her daily life. I perceive her to be afraid of being harassed by the police specifically. I also 
perceive her to be worried about the tension in her superego between seeing herself as North or 
Central American. I even wonder if she believes that by behaving more like a local North 
American woman, she may earn the right to the increased safety that women may have in her 
perception of what it means to be a North American woman compared to her perception of being 
a Central American woman.  
While speaking about the same immigrant patient, Anvi – who identified as Latin American too 
– spoke about how children are taught to protect and respect their culture in her background. It is 
important to note that here Anvi spoke about her – as well as the patient’s cultural background: 
Because in our culture, they bang into your head, that you have to affirm, be proud and 
save traditions. That being Hispanic is such a big deal, that being Latina is so important. 
It was very interesting for me, because I was raised (to think) that my identity was super 
important. And that, the only times that I could turn my back on my identity, were if it 
were going to improve my race, or improve, literally translated: mejorar la raca. You 
know, improve my race, improve my social standing. (Anvi) 
I react to Anvi’s understanding by wondering if there is a collectivistic aspect to this status shift, 
improvement or change named by Latin Americans, mejorar la raca. In the example mentioned 
by Anvi, a Latin American woman would be allowed to act in accordance with a different culture 
only if that meant that her – and therefore her group’s – social standing would improve because 
of her decision. This exception to a general rule of staying within cultural boundaries is likely 





boundaries to advance their professional, social or financial standing in the United States. For 
example, a worker from a country that believes in respecting work-private life boundaries more 
than many jobs do in New York City may quietly accept responding to emails at 9pm or on 
Sunday mornings. 
Participants experienced undocumented immigrants sometimes feel in New York City. Anvi 
acknowledged the irony in people feeling they have a negatively special status for not having 
legal immigration status in New York City: 
Even though there are millions of undocumented immigrants in New York City, she felt 
that she was an undocumented immigrant, and it was a very singular experience. It was 
her survival that was very different from her parents, and it was very different from her 
younger siblings – (who held a legal immigration status). (Anvi) 
In three different examples in this study – similarly to this example – participants spoke about 
families with multiple immigration legal statuses. In all cases, participants reported a perception 
of pain and discomfort. I perceive this difference in status within an immigrant family as a 
powerful example of how it can be difficult and uncomfortable when families are separated by 
status post immigration. I wonder how families work through such legal status and immigration 
related disparities. 
Participant Mei spoke about poverty amongst the Middle Eastern immigrants in the New York 
city area. She spoke about some of the goals and attitudes of early immigrants as they plan their 
future in the host – and native – country: 
But at the same time this is what I see out there (in her psychotherapy office). How do I 





education. I think of their identity through education. So, in eight grade the kids have to 
move to High School. And they have to figure out what do I want to be? People like me, 
who look like me, come from my background, what do they do? So you hear them 
saying, “I want to make home and go home”. And have a business. Go home to their 
original country. (Mei) 
In this passage, the participant spoke about immigrants’ desire to reach a certain level of 
financial security in the host nation that allowed their return to their native nation, hopefully with 
a better status upon returning. Mei acknowledged that these were very recent immigrants. She 
addressed the emotional reality of changing countries at an early developmental stage in terms of 
group or family immigration. She understood there is a dual way of thinking about home: 
creating what she formulated as home – which is financial stability in the host nation – led to the 
possibility of reclaiming a lost status at native country. Therefore, a family - that for one or more 
reasons needed to depart - attempted to create a sense of financial, professional and emotional 
stability in the host nation.  Perhaps this stability increase in the host nation will one day lead to 
this family being able to choose to return to their native country that failed their hopes for a 
prosperous life pre-immigration. There is also the possibility that this hope for a return is a way 
to deal with the early phase of immigration. I wonder if thinking of and hoping for a prosperous 
future with two homes, or two accepting national realities, is part of what this immigrant family 
needs to do to withstand the scary and uncertain days of early immigration. 
Mei further emphasized the point of struggles, status change, and poverty in early immigration 
by stating: 
The father was an engineer (before immigration), and now he is a delivery man who gets 





food stamps. And they are really trying to make the best they can. And these immigrants, 
or these refugees, they put them in (city within the New York City metropolitan area). I 
don’t know if you know about it… It is really not a good neighborhood. There are drugs 
and all kinds of stuff. So parents are scared beyond belief for the kids. (Mei) 
The passage addressed the participants understanding of a change in status for a person who 
studied to be an engineer and needed to move countries. The father was previously in a country 
where he was not able to earn an income high enough to support his family. The price of moving 
to the New York City area, as addressed in the passage above, was to work in a job for less 
educated people with bad hours and low pay; to live in a dangerous neighborhood; to be on food 
stamps; and to worry about drugs on the streets where your children play. 
Mei advanced into later moments of immigration and spoke about the relationship between 
original hopes of prosperity and the often more somber reality: 
Yeah, they accept, that, “okay, I moved, it is great, I did a great job, I sacrificed a lot, but 
it is not as good as I thought”. Because you think you came to this country, and you are 
going to become Trump, you know. But then you realize that life is not like that… and of 
course it depends if you are immigrating or if you are a refugee, you know? (Mei) 
Participants understand the question of positionality was relevant in the lives of immigrants in 
the New York City area. One’s linguistic, educational, and financial background can affect the 
outcome of the years following immigration: 
I think an Arab leaving from affluent background, who is already exposed to western 
culture in the Middle East is very different than somebody who comes from a war-torn 





hmm… it is very complicated… Immigrants who are affluent are in denial. But I guess it 
is different, because people who have money can travel back. You immigrate but you can 
go back home several times a year… Then the sense of loss and grief, it would be much 
easier if you have the money to cushion the transition. (Mei) 
The participant articulated her experience of the consequences of wealth difference between 
immigrants as they start to miss home. She proposed that wealthier immigrants cushion their 
experiences into a level she was comfortable calling denial. She also raised the important topic of 
how frequently an immigrant patient can travel back to his/her country, which can change how 
one feels in the host country. Mei’s words make me think about the possibility that the word 
immigrant may – for some – be associated with need or lack of privilege. I wonder if people feel 
an aversion to identifying with a word that indicates a level of need.  
Maria shared her thoughts about immigrants that have higher level of stability than refugees. She 
spoke about immigrants who ponder over the conflict between financial stability and happiness 
with work: 
So - she shifted to something else - that is a little bit closer to what her interest in other 
form of the way that she described it. I am not certain if it is, if she is much more 
interested in the arts, and theater. So she is looking at something that is a little bit, still 
safe, you know, because the world of finance is also actually part of that cultural and 
immigrant experience as well. Looking for the thing that is going to be a professional 
work that is predictable in some regard. But moving more in terms of the direction to the 
humanities, as opposed to something that is in the finance world. So she is speaking 
about, you know, looking at data analytics in the humanities, so humanistic social 





interest, which is tied to her culture, and her status as an immigrant, but also not. It is also 
a unique place of her being interested in something like theater, which is very surprising 
to hear. You know, her talking about loving to be, you know, loving to act. You know, 
which is a very different world than the world of finance. (Maria) 
The above is one among many examples in Maria’s interview where the question of professional 
security prevented immigrants from seeking jobs they love. In terms of status, immigrant patients 
often choose financial stability over a job that would make them happy. In this example, Maria’s 
patient chose to apply her degree obtained in a business school to work in humanities. She 
exchanged earning less money in order to feel happier with her daily professional tasks. If I 
compare this position with the more recent refugee family mentioned by Mei, I am left 
wondering if this is an immigrant investing on how she feels in the host nation and not worrying 
as much about making a home to go back to her home nation. I perceive it as a position of more 
belief in a status and profession that will be sufficient in order to not make the immigrant want to 
go back. It is also a position of an immigrant from a wealthier background in her home nation 
and possibly made choices worrying less about financial stability. 
Ali’s understanding of a wealthy immigrant patient further adds to the discussion of a plurality of 
positions when it comes to questions of status, work and education:  
There are a number of issues that are just below the surface for (my patient). And re-
negotiated our work. I said, look, we have done most of this and that we might revisit; but 
we have an opportunity to do other kinds of work together. And the deeper work had to 
do with really… He came from a wealthy Central Asian family. His father owned the co-
op where he lived, (in Manhattan), that faced the (financial district). You know, very 





who had gone to elite schools in (Central Asian large city), British schools (participant 
laughed). Hmm… he was very sophisticated, cosmopolitan, and a dabbler. He dabbled 
for a short while in studying medicine in (eastern European country). And then he left 
(eastern European country) and came here, to (one of the universities in the New York 
City metropolitan area) to study (scientific degree) at the graduate level. He is a very 
bright man. (Ali) 
The idea that an immigrant can be a dabbler might beg the question of what an immigrant is. Can 
we include all levels of financial comfort – which allows us very different relationships with 
time – in one inclusive word immigrant? This perplexed and privileged man was a great example 
of a very different immigration experience from the family on food stamps living in a dangerous 
neighborhood, or the young south Asian immigrant attempting to fit in a finance job atmosphere 
and spending more than his parents’ annual salary over drinks. Ali described his patient as 
someone looking for a profession while feeling without a home. I wonder if the freedom that 
wealth and education brought him was also harming his ability to feel well enough in his host 
nation. That is, I wonder if his education and wealth were stopping him to feel weak or 
vulnerable enough to have the sense he needed to commit one trade and one employer. This may 
connect to how Mei mentioned experiencing that wealthy immigrants were in denial. Her 
comment leaves one wondering which kinds of denial. For example, was Ali’s patient in denial 
that professional development and success could make him feel at home and connected to the 
New York city area? Or did his wealth not allow him to understand that there was some learning 
that one needs to do to understand and feel well in a new country? Or even was his wealth not 
allowing him to accept that at some level he partially lost the identity he would have had in case 





examples just cited. In a different study – where I could speak a second time with participants – 
it would be useful to further discuss her sentence about wealthy immigrants being in denial. 
When considering the question of status post – and pre – immigration, the participants often 
spoke about their patients’ legal status in the United States. James spoke about the question of 
patriotism and status in an immigrant of Eastern European background: 
…she is determined in a lot of… focus on assimilating, I think, and being successful, in 
the United States. So when I say American, I don’t mean, she was so patriotic to 
America. And I don’t mean she was like… I didn’t experience her as like… hmm… 
hating her culture of origin. I just felt like she wanted to fit in here. (Writer asked: Is that 
what you mean by becoming more American?) Yes, that is. And also legally. Like I said, 
she was really, did a lot of work to first gain asylum, which then led to a green card, 
which eventually is going to lead to citizenship, so she wants to naturalize. (James) 
The participant here shared his subjective experience about his patient as one where the patient 
needs to believe she fits in. And fitting in is not necessarily connected to a deep patriotic love for 
the United States. In this patient’s case, the most positive outcome of her immigration experience 
would be if people saw her as fitting in. Or perhaps somewhere between her and others believing 
she fit in her host nation. In the way James portrayed this immigrant patient’s path, the 
perception of a clear progression towards naturalization is extremely important, and an ultimate 
stabilizing goal. 
In the world of immigrants who enter higher education, the question of status directly affects 
their relationship with the schools they join. In this passage James spoke about his experience 





So what I find you know, and this kind of extends back to, like, I do definitely think that 
immigrants face specific stressors… That native Americans, or American-born patients 
don’t face. And, hmm… you know, immigration status. You know I worked with a lot of 
(immigrant) students at (a New York City metropolitan area college counseling center), 
and you have to take a certain number of classes if you are an international student. You 
have to pay full-freight. You can’t pay in-state tuition. (James) 
The various levels of status difference – often disadvantaged if compared to locals – was clearly 
stated by James in this passage. Like other passages, there was a developmental aspect connected 
to immigration. As time passes, people often find ways to – comparable to other examples – pay 
in state tuition, as they build a housing history and find ways to upgrade their legal statuses. Yet, 
just like in other examples, James described very concretely the stressors, steps or variables that 
immigrants face. Still in the developmental perspective, the goal is to diminish the weight of less 
privilege in any given aspect or variable that affects an immigrant’s life. However, returning to 
the example of a Central Asian immigrant from Ali’s interview, I wonder if sufficient wealth can 
affect one’s attitude towards this linear idea of immigrant progress: 
But what I remember… it was so funny, everybody is trying to become American… get 
citizenship, but not this guy, not this guy. He wanted to go back. He was really… but, but 
it was good for him. It was a good decision for him… This was a man who couldn’t 
decide on his work identity… Very educated, and how they (very educated people from 
his background) feel, hmm… misunderstood and unrecognized. (Ali) 
The multiple backgrounds of the immigrant patients narrated by this study’s participants create 





Ali’s perspective, wealth, advanced education, and most certainly other aspects of this person’s 
life made him feel like becoming a United States citizen was less desirable.  
As this chapter progressed, no attempt was made to normalize the participants’ understanding of 
the immigration experience. The chapter will now present results from the interviews that relate 
to each part (b, c and d). Ethnic identity shifts happen from very different directions. Participants 
described immigrants starting their adaptation – to the host nation – process from various social 
locations. And participants experienced people feel differently about their statuses and their 
positions. Different pre and post arrival/immigration conditions generated sometimes similar, 
sometimes diverging goals in the host nation, and in psychotherapy. The psychotherapists’ 
positionalities often affected their subjective experiences while speaking about immigrant 
patients’ shifts in ethnic identity.  
Community, Family and Religion 
People who change countries may adapt their identities and look for ways to feel happy in their 
host nation after they emigrate. The journey sometimes takes place within a family, community 
or religious unit; however, in other times people migrate alone. In both types of immigration this 
study’s participants understand that one’s community, family and religion are relevant in the way 
they experience their past, present and future. In this part of the results chapter, the study reports 
the participants’ responses that related to their perceptions – and that of their patients – about 
ethnic identity shifts in terms of – or as they relate to – community, family and religion. 
Julie spoke about an East Asian immigrant patient who views the period following her 





I think in her immigration experience there was a lot of bitterness and anger and 
dissatisfactions within her family. And that really kept her from remembering those very 
fond memories as a child, of having a godmother who really loved her and took her to the 
godmother’s family… And how much she felt loved in that relationship. It was 
something she, I think, she kind of forgot in the midst of the struggles of, yeah, having to 
live an immigrant life. (Julie) 
Negative emotional experience with an immigrant’s family in this case leads to some level of 
forgetfulness. According to Julie’s understanding, the more positive and good aspects of the pre-
immigration experience might pale or be forgotten in contrast to the bitterness and difficulties of 
some immigrants’ personal and familial experiences during the immigration. The participant also 
feels she fosters a sense of agency in her patients to help them interact more effectively with 
their families. In the case of this specific immigrant patient who has trouble understanding how 
to use all the conflicting information and emotions related to her family’s experience, Julie 
states: 
Or when I see they feel hopeless in their family dynamic and unable to draw boundaries 
as much as they say that they hate the way their family is… like they feel that they can’t 
do anything about it, about changing anything in their family. That kind of helplessness 
or like almost like, well, like, own up to your agency. There are things you can do rather 
than just saying, “I have to just wait things out until I become financially independent and 
am able to move out”. (Julie) 
The family and community experience do not need to be a temporally current one in order to 





internalized, and are part of how they perceive their relationships with the host country. Sarah 
spoke about loss and grief in terms of distance between immigrant patients and their families: 
I think the biggest thing they leave behind is their family members. And there are people 
who haven’t seen their parents for 3, 10, 15 years. So I think there is always a part of 
them that is left behind. That is left behind in the country. So I think there is a lot of grief 
and loss that has to do with that. So, you know, for them to develop their own family 
here, but still yearning for that, the past and the, whatever is left behind. (Sarah) 
Throughout the interviews I noticed mentions of what is left behind similarly to what Sarah 
stated above. And Sarah shared her perception of how she understands her immigrant patients’ 
sense of identity. She sees them as people that have left something behind. She stated she leaves 
space for their grief and loss, and connects this grief and loss to their state of mind when they 
construct new families in the host nation. Sarah’s formulation helps this study by proposing a 
certain model of immigrant parent who is constructing a family with New Yorker children while 
still yearning for the past or what was left behind. In case Sarah is correct – or even partially 
correct – in her understanding, this emotional format of immigrant families she describes may be 
common in New York City. Many children raised in New York City may experience this sort of 
grief and loss in their first-generation immigrant parents. One is left wondering how children of 
immigrants react to what Sarah proposes in her passage above. How will these children react to 
local and international cultures? I perceive it would be daring to state the parents’ relationship 
with their former country is the single variable on how children would react to insider or outsider 
cultural references. However children possibly have a certain notion of the way their parents 
emotionally relate to the native and host nations. This notion is perhaps an important aspect of 





One can maybe think that immigrants are in position to concretely face the separation of the part 
of their identity that stays with the family that stays behind in the home country. And this 
separation perhaps inevitably happens in order to form a new family. Still, the immigrant goes 
through all the important milestones and rites of passage with their new family at some level re-
living the migratory process.  
While acknowledging the impossibility of completely achieving this goal, Anvi spoke about her 
understanding of an example of separation from the ideas of, or ethnic identity, of one’s parents: 
And she would always have problems with her mother. She rejected her mom a lot. For 
many reasons, but one of them was how (Central American) she was. Hmm… and 
ironically, I think that we, unfortunately, or fortunately, are versions of our parents. 
(Anvi) 
The painful and negative aspects of immigration were present in all interviews. Sometimes 
families distribute the burdens of – and blame over - immigration unevenly between members.  
Anvi shared her thoughts about it while speaking about gender differences, sacrifice and 
oppression: 
But I think that whenever the immigration story happens with the context of a family, 
women often have to give up a lot more than men. And a lot of the times this means 
leaving children behind. A lot of the times this means leaving parents and family behind. 
And so, I don’t think that a lot of research considers how much women have to leave 
behind. And what re-unification means, particularly for mothers. When women have had 
a lot of babies, and they had to leave them at very young ages, and then they have to re-
unite. Hmm… and when they try to bring their children back, if there are children 





apart in a way that when the reunification happens, a lot of times mothers get blamed for 
a decision that parents make together, or men make. Hmm, because a lot of times, within, 
you know, these kinds of cultures, men are the ones that are making the decision. Men 
are the ones that are deciding, “we have to go to this country for this reason, it is unsafe 
where we are.” And women are forced to kind of make it happen with their families. 
(Anvi) 
Throughout the interviews for this study, there are various examples of psychotherapists’ 
subjective experiences of their immigrant patients’ lives as intertwined with their pre-
immigration reality. Furthermore, participants sometimes thought of the immigrant patient’s 
present situation in terms of their family background. Ali eloquently describes one of his 
patient’s work towards his family’s ethnic identity: 
Okay, so he is not really interested in anything (Mediterranean). But he is telling me 
about his mother. All I say is, “What do you know about your mother? When did she 
come”? Now, in coming to America, they lived in this small walk-up in the Upper West 
Side. A walk up, right? “Well, I asked my mother some questions, you know, they had 
servants”. I was in shock by that. That his mother… because that is what rich 
(Mediterranean) had! (laughs) They had servants, you know. But again when the 
government (in a different nearby Mediterranean country where mother lived in within a 
prosperous foreign minority community) took over their properties and stuff like that, 
which they did, and they fled, right? Actually, she went to (a third Mediterranean 
country), and from there she came to New York. (Ali) 
Ali utilized this example to explain his experience of how to work with an immigrant who is 





participant perceived socio-economic variations in the patient’s past. He understood a history of 
mistrust in governmental institutions as the mother had lost wealth and status and very quickly 
found herself a refugee. 
Similar to Ali’s example, but relating it to the present moment of an immigrant’s experience, and 
not the previous generation, Anvi shared her understanding about the role of difference, society, 
and acceptance in the way immigrant patients feel in the host nation: 
Like, anything that you do that tells people that you are something different than what 
you are; that requires some sort of acceptance by anything because we are social beings. 
Discordant behaviors with one’s identity require some sort of acceptance… as we are all 
social beings. (Anvi) 
Maria mentions a shift between two positions in how she understands an immigrant patient’s 
relationship to her family. First she explains a position of pure shame and desire to distance from 
family, and then she proposes an immigrant’s movement towards integration with more pride 
about the family’s path and past: 
(His family’s struggle with poverty and hard work in America) is changing for him. You 
know, it is a good process that he is finding his own form of compromise. “Maybe I am 
not wanting to be in (the family’s struggle), maybe my family’s life and their story is not 
something I totally feel like it is something I hate, or that is that dirty. You know, there 






In her interview, Maria further explained how she experiences her psychotherapy work with 
immigrant patients specifically in terms of helping them to work through their subjective 
experience of separation from their kin: 
I guess because my own work of those shifts and finding that balance for myself of being, 
you know, connected to my history, but also, you know, disconnected, or finding my own 
sort of path, and seeing that that is something that is, hmm, actually valued, not 
something discouraged, which is unusual if there hasn’t been that process of working 
through that subjective separating… Because they are also feeling the experience of 
being trapped and not exposing themselves from others, that are different from them. 
(Maria) 
Immigrant patients relate to their parents in various ways, and any choice of social, romantic, 
academic or professional relationship seems to affect the way they settle in their host nation. 
Evan spoke about his subjective experience of a patient from south Asia that was unable to be 
critical of her parents due to cultural reasons: 
She was (from south Asian country), so she talked about her upbringing as, like… being 
one in which her parents were like revered. Hmm, but, you know, her relationship with 
them, was like… really sort of unsatisfying to her, because, hum… there is this way in 
which she couldn’t be honest with them. She had to revere them, and she was sort of 
parentified by them also, at the same time. (Evan) 
Evan also spoke about the recurrent topic of separation between immigrants and their families. In 
this example he expands on an immigrant who – while he was a child – stayed back at the home 





topics in close relation to this history of separation during departure of his patient’s mother – for 
her immigration – then reunification when his patient immigrated to New York City: 
And he keeps sort of evolving… and maybe evolving is the wrong word, because it is 
almost like, whenever I try and sort of… clarify something with him, or repeat back to 
him something that he has said to me. And in a way, kind of trying pin him into a 
particular point or location… it really slip away from that, slip out of that. And in a way, 
which seems like he doesn’t really want to be seen, or doesn’t want to be known… or at 
least not to me. And there is a way of, there is a kind of hide, and kind of evasion that is 
happening. And you know, it makes me think of his move to the US. His mother moved 
to the US three or four years prior to his move to the US. And he had been living with his 
dad in (Balkan region country) at the time. Maybe with his grandmother too. And then he 
joined his mother here, hmm, and it is a… yeah, when I think about his move to the US, I 
think about a new country, but I also think of this like, reunion with his mother. Hmm, 
and what is that relationship exactly. I think it is one in which he feels his family is 
concerned about him, but ultimately can’t help him, and ultimately can’t be of use for 
him. (Evan) 
Still on the topic of separation and reunification between families and immigrants, James spoke 
about his experience of an Eastern European immigrant patient who has moved to New York 
City and considered bringing her mother over from their native country. He talked about how he 
feels that such consideration affected the patient’s thoughts about assimilating, romantic life and 
linguistic development: 
And her mother still lives in (an Eastern European nation). Either she would talk about 





they could be closer to one another. But feeling, could her mother have a good life here? 
Because she doesn’t speak English. You know, one of the things she was very frustrated 
with about her boyfriend, was his struggles in English, and his wish to speak (Slavic 
language) with her. Hmm, which she felt was like setting her back in becoming more 
fluent in English. That is what I mean, she is determined in a lot of, focus assimilating, I 
think, and being successful, in the United States. (James) 
I wonder if James perceived his patient speaking about her guilt and ambivalence between 
departing from her Slavic identity and joining North American English speaking identity. 
Through his patient’s relationships with romantic partners, her mother and her language, James 
painted a picture of an immigrant working through the gap between two cultural affiliations. 
Anvi raised the question of foods and traditions being important for the cultural and family 
identity of a Latina immigrant patient to New York City: 
The culture that she shares as she explains it, and the culture that she has, there is so 
much focus on carrying out the traditions, carrying out, from everything, from the way 
you dress to the way you speak. Her dialect, because she speaks Spanish, but she speaks 
Spanish from (a region within a Central American country) that is very characteristic of 
that region. Everything that she did from foods, just like everything. It was very 
important in her family. It has been important generationally. Her mother pretty much 
beat it into her head that she had to be this (central American) woman. She had to have 
these values, she had to share that with her siblings. So in my mind, at least how I would 
think about that, I would think that if that is beaten into you, and you take pride in your 
own culture, because she is proud to be (central American), that it would be very difficult 





when it is for safety. So in my mind, I would think about it the way I would think about 
someone being gay. Or the way I would think of a person of color, who is very light 
skinned. (Anvi) 
Among the various important aspects of ethnic identity shifts touched by Anvi, I would like to 
pay particular attention to how she mentions light skinned people as people who are able to 
conceal identity. In various aspects of what constitutes ethnic identity, one can make a certain 
effort to conceal – or perhaps shift – their identity. Anvi’s point about skin color emphasizes the 
difficulties some immigrants have in case they want to blend into the local population in certain 
regions. Furthermore, the age in which one migrates might also result in a spoken language 
accent that will never shift enough to allow a foreigner to pass as local.  
Maria spoke about her impression of a family’s environment and how it affects her immigrant 
patient’s behavior by making what I consider a useful comparison to music, musicality and tone 
– which may be an alternative to thinking about a family system: 
They have their family sort of, and this is, for frankly every patient. This is why I love the 
idea of music, actually, because I feel that music is so attached to speech in some way. 
That there is some tone in the house. The family has, that is the family’s tone… That 
even if you go to your cousin’s house – same ethnic background – that house sounds 
different than your house. And every house has a position that everyone takes within that 
tone, and there is something about listening, you know, regardless of the background of 
the patient that I have, for what is the music of that house. What did this house sound 
like? What did this house look like? Because it is going to be very particular. And each 





When thinking about the multiple aspects of the concept of ethnic identity, James gave a plural 
and thoughtful response with an emphasis on how one affiliates to different aspects of one’s 
position: 
So, religion can play into it. Race can play into it, hmm… your ethnic identity is also 
connected to your, wealth, hmm, and I think it is also something that is not just 
immutably there. It is your experience of it, and your conception of it. So it is kind of 
how you are perceived, and what is told to you, and what you are told to believe about 
yourself and what you do believe about yourself. And, hum, how you affiliate. (James) 
James described his subjective experience of religion - in the way it is reported to him during the 
psychotherapy sessions - as family mechanism to ensure immigrant patients conform to their 
ethnic identity, sometimes in an oppressive way: 
And both (patients) still have a level of belief in god. And a desire to hold on to their 
religion, for their own belief, in it. But at the same time, their religion is used by people, 
by their fathers, to criticize them intensely. And, to berate them for not already being 
married. Or to berate them for not being good children. (James) 
The intersection between gender, religion and sexuality can be a powerful factor in the way an 
immigrant woman from North Africa to New York City experiences her body, her sexuality, or 
men’s interest in her. James exemplified this in stating: 
And she was, terrified of being looked at. Even though by the way that she carried herself 
and the way she dressed, you wouldn’t assume this is a person who is afraid of that. 
And… she would shake, she would have panic attacks, when she felt that she was being 





her Muslim culture, or her family origin, or these things mixed together. You know, her 
mother wore a veil and so did her sister, but she did not. So she was already kind of 
living in a different way than they were. So, I guess I don’t know exactly how it is 
changed or not. (James) 
Ali spoke about his understanding of separation issues in an immigrant patient as a consequence 
of his mother’s immigration (a previous immigration between two other – not USA – countries) 
related trauma: 
He didn’t want to graduate. He had massive separation issues. Hmm… not unrelated to 
the fact that his mother was thrown out of (North African city). Not his mother, the 
(people from his ethnic background) were all thrown out of (North African city), you 
know? That is a forced… his mother in a way was a refugee. She went to (Mediterranean 
island) as a refugee. Even though they spoke (language associated with his mother’s 
ethnic identity) there. And she came from (Mediterranean island) to New York. That was 
not really a refugee. That is like when the Cubans left Cuba. They went to Spain and then 
from Spain they came to America a lot. They came through that route, because America 
wouldn’t take them so easily. (Ali) 
Finally, an important critique of American psychology transpired in Ali’s formulation. More 
specifically he presented an argument against standard projective assessment when it comes to 
immigrants of different backgrounds - or immigrants from communities with traditions, beliefs 
and customs related to their geography: 
For the Incas, for someone from the Amazon jungle, for someone from Copenhagen? 
(There is a) big difference! Big difference. Even if it is within the same language. And I 





about cultural competency… You know, it is very poor. It is very poor. Despite those 
conversations, but it is a start. It is a start, but it is not enough. It is not enough. (Ali) 
In my understanding, Ali was speaking about interpretations of projective tests that do not take 
into consideration the meaning of different aspects of human experiences as something related to 
linguistic, geographic, historical, religious or politics. I wonder if Ali was in contact with a 
certain type of North American wish that all cultures melt into one united USA culture. If Ali 
was correct and we are in a country where enough people believe that foreign cultures disappear 
or melt into one harmoniously, then maybe a psychological culture of projective testing that 
ignores such cultures would not be a surprising development. Ali completed his passage 
displaying hope as he argued that the current level of development of psychological assessment 
in the United States is a start.  
The pool of more psychodynamic psychotherapists interviewed for this study produced results 
that point to the importance of Community, Family and Religion in the way immigrants leave 
home, arrive in a new country, and work on adapting. The material presented in this part of the 
chapter has broadened the perspective on how psychotherapists perceive the relevance of 
community, family and religion in their patients’ therapeutic work. This part of the chapter also 
spoke to how the psychotherapists perceive the context – or host metropolitan New York City 
area – as immigrant patients connect their memories and feelings about their backgrounds to this 
new experience. 
Language, Race, Nation and Skin Color 
In this study, the psychotherapists frequently spoke about their understanding of the role of 
language, race, nation and skin color in the way immigrant patients perceive their ethnic identity 





presented. The four topics can be very connected or unrelated in different regions or countries. 
For example, sometimes a language is related to a nation. Other times a nationality can be related 
to a race or skin color; however, with immigration and - very hopefully – an increasingly tolerant 
and accepting world, such connections between these four topics will be less rigid. One aspect of 
the experience of being in New York City metropolitan area is that language, race, nationality 
and skin color are, both important and not important depending on the context and the 
individual’s perception. This dialectic between these topics being crucial or/and irrelevant is a 
part of the immigrant patients’ experience as they experience their ethnic identity shift in the 
New York City metropolitan area. 
Evan who identifies as a white North American male spoke about his subjective experience 
working relationship with a patient who identifies as Afro-Caribbean woman in a passage that 
like many others speaks about their transference and countertransference:  
I don’t know if it is like, because I am white, or because there are more pressing things to 
talk about. But she really hasn’t opened up about that part of her experience. And as I 
said, she and I have worked together for a long time, so it is not just a matter of like, time. 
Like, there is some reason why it is sort of not in the room… You know, about her 
experience of coming to the USA, and being of, black person in the US. And then also 
not only a black person, but a black person of where she is from. (Evan) 
Sometimes the change that has just happened as a consequence of immigration can take time for 
a patient to understand and metabolize. Sometimes shifts in country, language, or even in the 
meaning of race and skin color take time for a patient to work through. And Mei spoke about her 





psychotherapy in a way that connected to what Evan described as the early phase of a therapeutic 
dyad in the above example: 
I think in the beginning… I really like Winnicott. I think he really explains things a lot, 
you know. I think in the beginning when the client comes, I think they are not seeing me 
there. They are in too much pain and too involved in what they are saying. In the same 
sense, when the immigrant leaves, she doesn’t realize she actually left. Because she… she 
realizes that she left but she feels there is no need to mourn, because I haven’t cut my 
umbilical cord yet. So in that sense, there is no reason, when the client comes in, there is 
no reason to recognize the therapist because I am not separate from her. It is almost like 
you know, you are in symbiosis with the therapist. And then the therapist starts failing. 
And the environment starts failing. Oh, I hate it here, it is not as good. You know, they 
tell you, in immigration, after six months shit hits the fan. (Mei) 
In the passage below, Evan spoke about his impression of how being a specific skin color is 
related to the meaning of that skin color group not only where the person is from, but also the 
meaning of that skin color group and nationality in the host country. The patient in question did 
not articulate her skin color and nationality experience in Evan’s perception. While speaking 
about his perception about a different Caribbean patient, Evan reported: 
In terms of the parameters of describing her ethnic identity as (Caribbean Hispanic 
country) but not really feeling like she belongs. Hmm, and it is interesting as I am 
thinking about her. I am thinking she is a very… white sort of Latin person. And that is 
sort of interesting to say, but I think it is like… I think it is her symptom actually, which 
is that she is very, hmm, like hypervigilant and very eager to please in almost kind of an 





trauma background. So in a way, because that is her defense, and she uses it so much. 
You know, and I don’t think about her defenses, I don’t think about her defense, maybe 
because it feels like very much sort of a white way of being. So we don’t end up talking 
about like, hmm, race all that much. Like trying to get her to use that defense less, but it 
is so complicated. (Evan) 
The question of silence about one’s positionality in psychotherapy returns here in this passage. 
There is a quality of attempting to please her audience by avoiding topics that indicate any type 
of ethnic difference between this patient and her psychotherapist. Evan connected the patient’s 
silence about trauma and defense mechanisms in relationship to her experiences with white 
North American people in white-collar institutions.  
Maria spoke about how her last name discloses her ethnic group (from the Caucasus region) 
which is not at all connected to more Anglo-Saxon names. She wondered about what would be 
different in her relationship – objectively and subjectively – with her immigrant patients: 
Because I can’t take myself out of the situation. That is why I say it is co-created. And 
my last name, it is (from the Caucasus region). And anyone knows that it is (from the 
Caucasus) because of the way it sounds… there is something about my own ethic 
background that is present in the room, that could make someone more comfortable and 
start speaking more in an unguarded way that does make me wonder if my last name was 
(Smith), as opposed to (my own), if the background, if their experience of me would be 
very different. (Maria) 
Maria also spoke about her experience managing a college counseling center, where language 
and nationality became relevant while matching a psychotherapist with a patient in need of help. 





a different language than the one where the traumatic experience happened may be beneficial. 
However, Maria closed her statement indicating that clinically mostly people benefit from within 
culture communication:  
We had a new patient who was from (Middle Eastern country), and we had a therapist 
here from (same country as patient), and the patient did not want the sessions to be in 
(their Middle Eastern language). Because she had experienced something very traumatic, 
and it was going to be very traumatic to her and it was going to be too much for her. So, 
sometimes it moves in the opposite direction, like it is too much, and they need space to 
work something out. Especially if something very traumatic happened… it can, you 
know, create more distance, but usually, from my experience, it opens up more of the 
sense of the laugh that comes out as though we know each other, we understand this. 
(Maria) 
Mei spoke about her experience of having been far too long away from her ethnic background, 
language and country while working with more recent immigrants from her ethnic background. 
She articulated a sense of ethnic identity shift in her that affects her ability to listen and work 
with her immigrant patients. Mei also added the crucial aspect of time and development in the 
experience of immigration in stating: 
Like a native informant, you know, I became, I don’t want to be saying, because in fact 
religion has… I mean if you see these, I like tear up when I think about it. They would sit 
together, specially the boys and start singing hymns from the Koran… It is really 
soothing… These are the thought that came to me, identity… I have become so 
Eurocentric that I miss the picture, you know, like hmm… so in my mind there is only 





values, or Judeo-Christian values. So for example at, hmm… (long sigh) As you can 
imagine it is very, things can interweave into each other, right? I left my country, I miss 
it. I had left, maybe 20 years before, but it never dawned on me that actually I left, you 
know, because I just wanted to get out of there, you know? (Mei) 
Mei further formulated about her positionality and ethnic identity as related to how she perceived 
the environment in the New York City metropolitan area. She spoke about how her particular 
nationality and language can be difficult to carry in her adopted home metropolis: 
…but then now, it is, maybe it is a phase of my life that I am seeing how the experience 
of my clients has become, hmm… you know, hmm… I don’t know. I am in a crucial 
moment in my practice. So I work with immigrants, now in my mind I am thinking of the 
(a Middle Eastern ethnic group) a lot because, you know, for me it is an identity I just 
began to have the courage to say I am (Mei’s Middle Eastern ethnic group), because once 
I mention it, it is like a four letter word. It is like saying fuck you. You know (participant 
laughs). People get really defensive, you know. What does it mean? Wow, you are 
against Israel? People get really sensitive around it. So… hmm… you know… my 
subjective experience, it is really such a good question. (Mei) 
In some situations the question of speech against a certain national or linguistic group may come 
up in psychotherapy. Mita described a moment in which she wondered if her immigrant patient 
would have spoken negatively about Latin Americans if she were not a white person: 
And he, and I think because we both are essentially white people, that, I think has given 
him some leeway, hmm, in fact in like talking about some prejudice of his. Hmm, that 
has been kind of uncomfortable, about certain groups of people. Particularly Latino 





like commented on it, but I have just observed that that has surfaced in this particular 
treatment. And I have wondered if I looked different like would that be different, like 
how would he feel speaking with a black therapist, or a woman who presents like a 
Latino? (Mei) 
While still speaking about her experience with the same patient who was born in a Balkan 
country, Mita spoke about the question of shame associated with national identity, as well as the 
idea of hiding one’s identity due to shame. Additionally, Mita articulated aspects of 
psychotherapy work with people whose families have committed war crimes in their native 
country: 
I sometimes worry that maybe I am creating too much of this in my conceptualization of 
him, but I think it is really significant that, as a boy, he grew up in a country that was at 
war with a neighboring area. And his father was like, like critical in, in committing these 
war crimes basically… and as a result his father cannot leave (their country), because of 
what he did during the war… He was very protected from the conflict, aside from a few 
memories that he has when he was in a building, and he could hear bombs exploding 
nearby. He doesn’t remember being more anxious. But these are very significant 
memories, and a very important piece of his identity. And yet, when I have invited for 
more explanation in the treatment, exploration of this in our treatment now, it hasn’t 
really gone far. And it almost feels like as if there is, I feel like there is a way in which 
this identity of… of his national identity is somewhat… hmm… not disavowed 
altogether, but like in, it is sort of pushed down. It is not something he wants to have in 
the foreground. Not something he wants to wear on his sleeve at all. I think there is some 





Nationality can be interpreted in various ways, and sometimes, according to Julie’s experience, 
people from the same national background working together in psychotherapy could have very 
different ideas and positions. Julie described her interaction with an immigrant patient with the 
same national and racial background as hers: 
She came in with the assumption that I might be that kind of (East Asian nationality). 
And she came in wanting to move away from anything (same East Asian nationality as 
above). And I imagined some immigrant coming into the US with a desire to walk away 
from whatever was not working for them in their country of origin… I definitely have 
seen that differences between me and the patient in the way we identify ourselves in the 
context of our ethnic backgrounds. Like I have seen patients who were very identified 
with their ethnic origin, or country of origin, and I would, you know, have moments of 
(feeling that) we are very different in this way. (Julie) 
Julie also spoke about an immigrant patient that was unable to remember the positive and loving 
aspects about her experience in an East Asian country when she was a child. Julie feels that all 
the suffering associated with departure from the home country and adaptation to the host country 
– in a certain way – blocked the patient’s ability to retain warm and positive memories from her 
native country.  
In the end of her interview, Julie brought attention to her experience of language in 
psychotherapy with immigrant patients. She spoke about language as a barrier. “Not so much 
being unable to understand, as that being a problem, but me feeling a little careful asking them to 
like repeat or explain because I didn’t quite get that” (Julie). In other words, a psychotherapist – 





they consider to be a situation where the immigrant patient may feel offended about their 
language proficiency. 
Language is sometimes a topic through which the power dynamic in the psychotherapy room can 
appear. Mita spoke about an immigrant patient who paid attention to the quality of his spoken 
English during sessions and how she connected his awareness of his language in order to explore 
his anxiety: 
However, he is always articulating his self-consciousness about his English, and how 
particularly when his anxiety peaks, he feels more self-conscious, and he feels like he is 
stumbling with his grammar. And how he, you know, English is a fraught language for 
him in some ways. And I tried to explore with him what it would be like if we were you 
know, speaking your mother tongue instead, would it be, it might have been different 
somehow, and again that hasn't yielded a lot, but you know, the, hum, using English has 
been a theme throughout the treatment that we sort of encountered in relation to his 
anxiety and to our relationship and sort of the modality in which we are communicating. 
(Mita) 
Mita presented a type of situation where she perceives that speaking about ethnic or racial 
differences between psychotherapist and patient may lead to fruitful psychodynamic work with 
an immigrant patient: 
Sometimes to explore, hmm, like the dynamics between us in the room, and our ethnic 
differences. Another times to just try to get a better understanding of how he saw himself 
in relationship to either the men he was seeing and having sex with, or friends of his from 





view of himself, and his view of himself in relation to others, in regards to his ethnic 
identity. Hmm, yeah, and sometimes it was more fruitful than other times. (Mita) 
In the following statement Mei shared her impression of an interaction between wealthy Middle 
Eastern immigrants and the concept of whiteness in the USA. “You know, then, and I think like, 
for example, Christian Arabs, they think they are white (in America)” (Mei). Earlier in her 
interview, she spoke about skin color in terms of how her immigrant patient would have been 
perceived as an international in her home country in the Middle East: “She is dark skinned. 
When I look at her, there is no way I would think she is Arab. Her mother is from (a South Asian 
country). She has these features” (Mei). Mei proceeded in explaining how she understands this 
particular immigrant patient experiences a composite sensation of being a stranger: both in the 
United States, and in her native country, as her mother’s skin color is significantly darker than 
average in the patient’s native country. 
Maria emphasized the importance of language in her perception of the immigrant patients’ 
experience and treatment given her theoretical orientation: 
It is, from the way I work, and I guess, in the general way, it is to look at culture, hmm, 
and the ethnic identity very much related to that culture. So it is the other, or the 
community that is inscribing language… (laughs a lot) I know, Lacanian point of view, 
(laughs) but I can’t help it. We do have a mother tongue, and it is inscribed by the 
other… And you can’t fully separate these things. You wouldn’t want it anyway. This is 
part of what is interesting. That there is going to be, that the identity is coming from the 
culture, from the other and brought over from the patient. And it is figuring out how that 





When explaining what she considered to be crucial for the psychotherapy process –not only for 
immigrants, but all patients - Maria articulated her thoughts on the importance of language and 
speech within her Lacanian theoretical orientation skillfully: 
We are kind of articulating that atmosphere through the process of the therapy. And that 
goes, you know, with every patient. There is something that we don't articulate. We can't, 
because it is just speech. It is just in the atmosphere. And then we find the process of that 
articulation through this work, and that is for, that is the aim of the work as far as I see. 
That is process of articulating that speech. (Maria) 
In his interview, James highlighted his experience of language in psychotherapy for his 
immigrant patients. He described his perception of some of his immigrant patients as 
linguistically – and culturally – confused: 
I do definitely think that immigrants face specific stressors… English is your second 
language. And you are struggling to communicate in a second language, and… hmm, you 
are trying to understand… what different things that happen in the social world mean. 
You are trying to translate not only language, but actions, that people do. Is this friendly? 
Is this romantic? It would be very confusing for people, you know, and I think specially, 
like, my North African, patient. I think she felt that Americans were very forward. In a 
way that felt very, like intrusive to her. (James) 
Similar skin color or racial group sometimes created an environment of trust in Evan’s 






The fact that we were both, like, white, I wonder if I was like… if it was easier for me to 
sort of sign on, or sort of like, hmm… kind of join with her in the process of getting rid of 
this sort of cultural religious, kind of, background. I think I would have felt more cautious 
about it if hmm… you know, she were you know, racially different than me. (Evan) 
However, Evan also pondered about the possibility of ethnic identity being less related to race. 
This, he explained, leads him to sometimes attempt to not think about race when attempting to 
follow immigrant patients of different ethnic backgrounds. Evan reported doubt about how to 
productively think and hold the question of race and skin color while listening and working 
through topics with patients in psychotherapy: 
With the (patient) that is (Latin American), I feel there has been at least more volatility, 
in terms of the way that she thinks about her ethnic identity. And… you know, my 
experience of being with her as she is working at hmm… I feel like… conscious, I mean, 
before I talked about, like, hmm, you know, part of my (Southern-European)-American 
background of like, like… sometimes I try like, yeah, that there is like, or not think about 
race, which I think it has a lot of drawbacks too. (Evan) 
Psychotherapists sometimes spoke about the question of disclosure of race, nationality and 
language throughout the interviews. Anvi shared an example that illustrates how some immigrant 
patients work on the volume of their voice, their hair, their makeup or clothes they wear while 
thinking about their ethnic identity expression in the host nation. In this case Anvi articulated her 
impression of her patient’s fear – justified or not – about causing a reaction in others: 
And we talked about what that could mean, and what that was. And she said that one of 
the main things that would out someone as Hispanic or as someone as particularly 





makeup, and hair… and so she, even though she has wavy and curly hair, she straightens 
her hair. She doesn’t wear makeup at all. What she wears is like, very, clothes that blend 
in. She wears neutral colors, she wears things that don’t stand out. When she talks about 
hanging out with friends, hmm, she often would tell me that she hated to be the loud one. 
The person that was recognizable from afar. So she would talk about how she would 
wear, she had two pairs of shoes and that is all she would wear. She was very modest, 
minimalist, and… really didn’t like when people would make a fuss about her. (Anvi) 
Similar to Julie’s understanding of doing psychotherapy with patients from similar background 
as hers (in this case, East Asian), Anvi here spoke about being a Latina psychotherapist while 
working with Latina patients. In both cases the psychotherapists perceived their patients’ 
attempts to locate not only the psychotherapists’ geographical, and cultural background, but also 
their linguistic background. Anvi formulated a way to work through the early moments in 
psychotherapy with a certain gentle level of disclosure on the psychotherapist’s side: 
Hmm… So immediately seeing me, I am a Latina, and she understood from, I guess from 
some of the things she would make a comment, and I could, easily see that she was trying 
to translate words in her mind. I would catch it, and I would laugh with her, or smile with 
her, and I think, very quickly, within our first session she knew. She knew I was 
Hispanic, she didn’t know from where. (Anvi) 
The above passage also touches the notion of a psychotherapist who knows the patient’s native 
language and is able to understand the way the patient is translating between languages. Anvi 
added that there is an intersection between language and race that is different in the United States 





I have had other clients who have talked to me, that they don’t understand the racial 
tension that exists here, in this country… They were Hispanic (back home) because 
everyone spoke Spanish. They didn’t have to explain that they were a person of color, 
and not of color… People would ask one of my patients where she was from… and she 
would say the country. But further than that, she wouldn’t know how far she would go. 
She mentioned saying the exact town that she was from, and people had no clue where 
that was. And then it stopped being a conversation… or asking her, now, where she was 
from, and her responding something and them not understanding, and then so what does 
that mean? What are you? … And realizing that the burden of conversation was always 
on her to kind of know what to say, so that conversation wouldn’t shut down 
immediately. (Anvi) 
After this response by Anvi, I reacted by stating there is a level in which the ‘where are you 
from’ question in fact means where are you from according to me. Or, please, according to my 
cultural reality, tell me where you are from? Anvi agreed with the interviewer’s reaction to her 
response. In his description of his clinical curiosity about immigrant patient’s ethnic 
backgrounds, Ali described how he may probe into the topic of nationality and linguistic 
backgrounds: 
Yes! I may ask: What is your ethnic background? Or I may hear a little bit of an accent. 
Where is the accent from? And they will say, Germany. What part of Germany? Is it a 
village or is it a city? Is it a town? Is it a farm? Because I also believe there are different 
kinds of settings even within the same, hmm, hmm, geogra… the same nation brings 





deal with things, you have a different cultural inheritance than if you are from the 
cosmopolitan city of Athens.  (Ali) 
Ali addressed the question of a psychotherapist’s phenotype, office and accent possibly 
disclosing their ethnic background. He acknowledged his decision to be open about his national 
and linguistic background in the way he decorated his working space, while also stating he 
looked like he is from his country of origin: 
I am asking (the patients) a thousand questions, and… hmm, and I don’t say anything 
about me, because I realize I have an ethnic face. So, what does that mean to them? What 
does that mean? Coming to someone that has an ethnic name? And… because, of course I 
also have things on (my office’s) walls. I have (words on posters in my linguistic 
alphabet). I have (religious pictures and statues) around where you are sitting. You know, 
that kind of thing. Those things are not accidents for me, so the message is very clear 
(participant laughs for a while, then both participant and interviewer laugh together). 
(Ali) 
Ali perceived nationalities and languages as meaningful aspects of the psychotherapy situation 
and he described it with various examples throughout his responses. In this passage he 
introduced his subjective experience of how three nationalities interact in the therapy room, the 
patient’s, the patient’s wife and the psychotherapist’s. It is important to mention that the patient’s 
and the psychotherapist’s nations are historically rivals: 
He wanted to stay here in America. He had an American wife. A protestant, blue-eyed 
wife (interviewer laughed). You laugh! But that is what it was. And, and… hmm… let’s 
see. And his wife also worked for (a university in New York), so for him, he would be 





Ali’s) professor from (same university as above). This is New York, these things happen. 
He also let me know that he did not have any bad feelings about (people from Ali’s 
nationality). (Ali) 
National and cultural narratives can be used in different ways in a person’s life. Ali – in my 
understanding beautifully - formulated how he applies his nation’s history in his work as a 
tolerant, accepting and curious psychotherapist in New York City: 
Yeah, so I was raised like this. For me, the more I moved into the profession, and worked 
with more people, and experienced more people, I was able to identify not with the 
glorious (his nationality in their strongest historical moment)… but I was able to… 
hmm... how could I put it… identify with someone like (important historical figure from 
his country), who thought about the world as a big place…who went out and married a 
non-(Ali’s nationality). And he tried very hard not humiliate people, but to join them. 
Hmm… so, my esteem could stay here (gesticulates one hand flat, parallel to the floor, 
with his palm down and extending his arm high), but my esteem for others could rise 
(gesticulates his other hand starting about a foot lower than the other hand, and raised it 
so that the two hands are at the same levels). I don’t know if this makes sense… This is 
the ideal of seeing new cultures as equals and that we are all one common humanity. Not 
(mine) higher than others. (Ali) 
In the end of his interview, Ali, brought back the topic of the importance of language in 
psychotherapy with immigrants: 
Yeah, I think language is crucial. I think language is crucial, because I think language is 
also embedded in the unconscious… for example, if somebody’s language was French, 





always – I will ask them to tell me the dream in French… And I don’t speak French. But 
I am assuming if they tell themselves the dream in French, that it might trigger some 
associations that if I said in English, it will not trigger… I think language is like music, it 
evokes different feelings. And I think, you know, there is a reason why German opera is 
like the way it is… and that Bossa Nova is the way it is. I think there are huge cultural 
differences… And I think it has to do with language. Now the truth is I don’t know how 
to tease all of this out. I know the philosophers do. And that is okay if the philosophers 
do. They have nothing to do but tease these things out (both laugh). But at least, at least, I 
feel that we have it in the open. We have something in the open. And some patients are 
very good in picking it up. The other thing that I just want to say, which I think… I just 
want to say, speaking of language. Even when somebody is speaking (Ali’s native 
language) to me, I try to assume I don’t know what they are talking about. (Ali) 
The results presented in this part of the chapter pointed out various relationships with language, 
race, skin color and nationality through the subjective reality of the nine participants’ 
understanding of their work with their immigrant patients. Sometimes participants perceived the 
exact opposite opinions about how immigrants shift their ethnic identities in relationship to the 
four main topics in this section. Sometimes participants pointed out to how different patients 
perceive any of these four topics differently. Participants did consistently interweave the topics 
of race, nationality, skin color and language as they spoke about their patients’ therapeutic work 
as they shift ethnic identities in the New York City metropolitan area. 
Transference, Counter-Transference, and Emotions 
The rationale of this study included the idea that the participants have subjective experiences of 





view that individuals have subjective experiences, I looked for results about ethnic identity shifts 
while acknowledging these results were connected to the observants’ ability to understand any 
given immigrant patient. In this last section of the results chapter, the study focused on the parts 
of the interviews that addressed transference, counter-transference and emotions between 
immigrant patients and their psychotherapists. 
Maria shared her understanding about the emotional aspects of ethnic identity shifts that take 
place in the psychotherapy room. She stressed the connection and compromise between patient 
and therapist as well as the relationship between the two cultures: 
Definitely, you know, the process of working, hmm, you know, certainly on both ends. 
The patient is working through something in their ethnic identity, and part of that is, as I 
was saying, from the way that I work, a developmental process, that there is a sense of 
separation, but connection, that is something that is part of that compromise, that gets 
worked out, so that they are not separating too far away, as if that is being what is 
demanded to be independent, too far away from their ethnic identity or ethnic 
background. That saying too much separation from the other, you are not going to do 
that, if that is what is being asked of you. You are going to stay too close. Then it actually 
halts that process of that movement towards something that is independent but connected, 
which is the element of the way that I am working. That is the direction in general, 
especially with the population that is coming from a recent immigration background. 
(Maria) 
In this passage of her interview, Julie not only described her experience of situations where 





their opinions and feelings, but also skillfully connected her emotional response to her behavior 
in her non-professional life: 
What is my subjective experience? Hmm… sometimes I am angry when they seem very 
narrow minded. I recognize they are going through a process. But sometimes they can be 
very narrow minded in the sense of, if I see them falling into stereotypes about their… 
and maybe because I do that too. In accusing people from their culture of certain 
stereotypical behaviors or mindsets. Well maybe that is fine, but if they are too stuck in 
that, then I feel frustrated and be like ‘come on like, there is more to this’. (Julie) 
The idea that psychotherapists have strengths or blind spots, was present in various moments of 
different interviews. Mita spoke her impression about positionality and her immigration history 
affecting her ability to understand, follow and work with immigrant patients: 
In terms of my own identity, it is kind of a tricky one, because yes I am Caucasian, I am a 
woman, I am an American citizen, and I am not an immigrant in this country, and I do 
not know from first-hand experience what these stressors feel like. And I recognize that 
that is a blind spot for me, because I can imagine what he is going through right now can 
feel, but I just don't know from my personal experience. And I know that I have, that I 
benefit from so many privileges of having an American accent, and having a passport, 
and not having to go through so many of the nightmares that so many people have to go 
through; however, as a child, I lived outside of this country. In fact, I have a passport 
from another country. And that is a big piece of my identity. However, that is not 
something I share with my patients, because I am just not disclosing that (laughs) and it 
just doesn't come up. So, for me, working with patients from Europe, for example, I feel 





often enlivened with patients who, who are from the US and have been in the US for their 
whole lives, hum, and so that is exciting for me, because I feel that at some level I have 
this identification, even though it might be tenuous. But that is again not something that I 
would ever disclose. Or can’t imagine needing to disclose. (Mita) 
In psychotherapy, patients speak about their perceptions about the emotional aspects of dating 
and romance. Navigating the romance culture in the host nation can indeed lead to shifts in 
ethnic identity for immigrant patients. Maria connected the work of being between cultures as an 
immigrant with the task of navigating the dating world: 
She is in between and she is trying to work out how to create that kind of compromise for 
herself. What she is going to adopt from the culture and what she is not. And we directly, 
you know, speak about this, especially with its relationship to her femininity… You 
know, her place as a woman and what the demands are in her particular family, which is 
different than the culture of (the Middle Eastern country where she was born), but also 
how then, how does the map of her experience here, hmm, in the US, and dating, you 
know. How does she date somebody? What happens in that kind of context, which is a 
very, you know, specific example, of very abstract feelings that she has about her identity 
with her culture. And the way she works out her relationships in a dating way. (Maria) 
The question of whether ethnic identity shifts interact with shifts in other symptoms 
(psychopathology) were answered in the following ways. Julie stated that a firmer sense of 
ethnic identity lowers anxiety and depression. Sarah believed more acculturated patients feel 
overall better. Mita reported a positive correlation between immigration related stressors and 
anxiety. Mei stated there is less anguish and more acceptance over time, and she mentioned 





highlighted acceptance of the position of loss, as well as something softening over time of 
psychotherapy work. James argued he needs more experience with immigrant patients to have an 
opinion about this question. Evan reported that a sudden shift in ethnic identity can be 
destabilizing for immigrant patients. Anvi defended slow and well-timed change with awareness. 
And Ali concluded this discussion stating there is a complicated relationship between ethnic 
identity shifts and symptoms. He preferred not to state any directionality in the relationship 
between these variables. 
Mei described her impression of how the family of an immigrant patient who is in financial 
trouble and feels fear affects her subjective experience as a psychotherapist from a similar 
Middle Eastern background: 
You know she wants to do what teenagers do, go to the mall, go to a birthday party. She 
is invited to the prom. She wants stuff like that. And her parents are so angry at her. They 
are so furious, that hum. One time she escaped and went to a birthday party. And when 
she came back they beat the hell out of her. And she is afraid of running away and putting 
them in trouble, because they don't have a green card yet the parents, they are seeking 
asylum. Anyway, so my subjective experience of them, it just feels so desperate, you 
know. It feels like... it feels so desperate. The only thing I said was you know, let’s try to 
do it step by step. (Mei) 
 
While speaking about an immigrant patient that often felt insulted by questions about her ethnic 
background in the social or professional spheres, Maria described her stance in the consultation 
room. In this example Maria spoke about clinical technique, transference and 





Even if it is from a point of view of just getting to know her, she felt intruded by the 
question. She felt insulted, and so that is why, that is an example of why I don’t ask and 
wait for people to bring it up. It is usually whether it is about this or in general. The style, 
for me, it is a question of a continuous form of consent. When the patient brings it up, 
they are consenting to speak about it. If I introduce it, I ask, then it is something that is, 
an introduction that is not from their point of view. It can be heard as an intrusion. Any 
ask is a demand. So I, you keep it from the point of view of the patient bringing that. And 
then there is an opening. Then I can ask further about what was that experience, and 
going back and forth to hear how it played out her cultural identity and her femininity. 
(Maria) 
Sometimes the hardships that patients describe from a very different positionality than that of the 
psychotherapist may cause an emotional reaction in the psychotherapist. Not all positions in 
society result in the same struggles and challenges; however, in the psychotherapy situation, 
these different realities sometimes come very close in the psychotherapist’s mind. While 
speaking about counter-transference to an immigrant patient from a different ethnic and racial 
background than his, Evan described his thoughts about a way in which he carefully related to 
his client: 
And so in that way, I like having that sort of like… that particular association to me as a 
(Mediterranean)-American, which is a relatively more recent sort of immigrant. Like, 
certainly more working class. I like that when I think of my successes. When I think 
about my sort of failures, or the ways things still feel hard… then it becomes this sort of, 





People sometimes have less privileged national backgrounds in terms of their ability to develop 
professionally, academically and financially. In this example one may see a similarity between a 
native-born psychotherapist and their immigrant patients. Evan articulated his understanding of 
his lack of privilege – which I understand as socioeconomic standing-related. In this sense, 
throughout my interview with Evan, I must say I agree he sounded like immigrants from less 
privileged backgrounds. Yet, it is probably impossible to concretely understand the similarity in 
terms of inclusion and exclusion between Evan and his immigrant patients. In terms of counter-
transference, it is relevant that he reports feeling somewhat similar to his various immigrant 
patients.  
Mei articulated a feeling of fatigue and frustration about being a Middle Eastern person and 
psychotherapist living in New York City: 
And I am tired of explaining, I don’t want to be on the defensive anymore. I am tired of 
explaining myself. You know? But I do, but I don’t… I don’t know what to feel anymore. 
You know, I like the fact that you are looking at it from a phenomenological point of 
view… Hmm… so I think what happens is. Maybe when I did my own mourning of my 
own immigration, I was able to say, ‘Okay, I left, it is sad, it is gone, you know, it will 
always be there, etc.’. Now I am struggling with loyalty, you know? Where do my values 
fall? Which is better? I think maybe that is one part of it. I will explain more… What is 
best for my clients? (Mei) 
One aspect of transference and counter-transference is how the patient feels in relationship not 
only towards the psychotherapist, but the entire situation of psychotherapy and the task of 
understanding herself better. Anvi spoke about her understanding of patients who may struggle 





She didn’t feel less than in the space. Hmm, I think that she had had providers before 
who were white, and she felt like speaking her language the way that she was brought up 
would give her, or make her feel inferior in the room. Hmm, in her case because she was 
undocumented. (Anvi) 
Maria furthered the position of psychotherapy as a co-created experience, where both patient and 
psychotherapist contribute to the development of the patient. She formulated a developmental 
aspect in the progression from dependency toward compromise: 
Yeah, yeah. Yes, okay. And so it is because there is going to be a co-created experience 
in a therapeutic experience. There is going to be that element in the end. It is also partly 
possible to fully take out of you know, the scene. That there is I am an other for the 
patient. Where I do see that the attachment in the ethnic identity is also parallel to an 
attachment to the family, that does take its process to develop into a place that moves 
from the dependency that we are all born into. Towards something that is a little bit more 
of that compromise that I was thinking about. That exchange with the other that is on the 
level that is more on a peered position. The peered dimension versus a parental one, 
which of course we process through that, and we speak about it in (a psychoanalytic 
institution in New York City). We are the only animals that take 20, 30, sometimes 40 
years to create that process of that separation, you know. (Maria) 
While discussing the topic of second generation immigrants, who are the children of this study’s 
main target population – first generation immigrants –, Julie spoke about her experience of a type 
of confusion that leads to the feeling of anger: 
I think questions around ethnic identity are very much there. Even as they are not the 





immigration history, like negotiating their ethnic identity, because they are, you know, I 
don’t think they are always quite sure what parts of their ethnic, or cultural values and 
beliefs that come from their ethnic origins they want to integrate into themselves versus 
what they want to pull in from the culture that is mainstream. A lot of anger… around… 
being… having to negotiate their ethnic identity. (Julie) 
The feeling of loss is an important aspect of what participants have reported as the emotional 
experience of immigrant patients. Maria spoke about her perception of loss in her position as an 
immigrant psychotherapist connected to the ways her immigrant patients have reported loss in 
their psychotherapy work: 
That is something that in my own subjective experience of that change, but I see it in my 
patients when they are working through that. It is, you know, a particular position that has 
its loss too. So I see that there is something about that kind of you know, closeness where 
everybody is together in this giant, you know bubble, that is both a loss, certainly I see 
the loss, and that is obvious, because they chose not to do that. But there is also loss in 
my choice not to do that. So there is something in that (both laugh). You see that 
happening with the patient as well… Both positions hold a loss. (Maria) 
In her over ten years of working with immigrant patients, Sarah noticed feeling a sort of 
privilege in having the opportunity to help people working through their loss and grief related to 
experiences of ethnic identity shifts: 
So I think there is a lot of grief and loss that has to do with (immigration). So you know, 
for them to develop their own family here, but still yearning for that, the past and the, 
whatever is left behind... Yeah, I mean, I am always very, I feel like it is a privilege that 





understand their selves, trying to understand where they are from. And trying to 
understand how they fit into the culture here. (Sarah) 
Patients’ opinions about their treatment are understood in various different ways according to 
different theoretical orientations. Some psychotherapists are very openly interested in feedback 
from the patients almost as if they are dealing with a typical consumer who has an objective 
experience and reaction to a product. Other orientations may be more skeptical about the 
patient’s ability to fully grasp the work that takes place in the consultation room. Evan poetically 
described his perception of how his immigrant patient from the Balkans region thought about 
their psychotherapy work: 
There is this kind of understanding that I am a caring person that means well and wants to 
help. And maybe there are small moments where he entertains the possibility of me 
helping. Hmm, but I think, you know, he doesn’t consistently really see me as somebody 
who can help. So it is interesting to think of the fact that he sort of keeps coming. 
Anyway, but, hmm, I don’t know, I wonder about his relationship to the US. There is 
something that, like… You know, feels like he… he is looking at it as a kind of like, 
blank canvas, I think. Hmm… but… there is something that feels… like hmm… I don’t 
know maybe there is a sense of alienation from this culture. I am really not sure. But it 
doesn’t really feel like the… things that, that you know if we talk that we keep going with 
the metaphor that he is moving to the US is like having this blank canvas here. It doesn’t 
feel like the thing that he is painting on are sort of sticking… and they are fading over 
time, or sliding off the canvas. I don’t know, there is a way in which he feels like it is not 
something he can really sort of latch into and make a permanent mark on. Maybe he feels 





When asked about important aspects of the experience of working with immigrants that were not 
covered in the interview, James had what this writer perceived as a strong reaction. The pace of 
his voice got slower and he stated: 
Wow, I just have this association to the word shame, and I don’t know why. (long pause) 
If I had to pick one word that seemed to encompass the most amount of what is difficult 
for (my patients), it is shame… And my (Eastern European) patient, when she would 
apologize for not speaking better English. And this happened in our very last session, 
termination. She, she, messed up something. She is like, I am sorry my English isn’t 
better. And I am like, your English is a lot (the o was pronounced very long) better than 
my (her native language). (James) 
Similarly to James, Anvi responded to the question about unaddressed important questions 
related to the topic of immigration and ethnic identity shifts in this study’s questionnaire by 
addressing an understanding of shame, sacrifice. In a touching moment of Anvi’s interview, she 
said: 
I think the concept of sacrifice hasn’t come up (in this interview). I think that for 
immigrants… a lot of the things that we consider day-to-day, regular things, are sacrifice. 
And I think that very little… there is a lot of shame around sacrifice that people don’t 
address. A lot of the times, people that have an immigrant identity, are ashamed of the 
things they have had to do to get to where they are. And I think that it brings a lot of 
distress in treatment. So it is something that hasn’t been brought up that should be 
considered. Particularly because… it, different clients express it differently, but, we don’t 
always do the best things to get to where we are. Sometimes we have to do a lot of bad 





think that the idea of sacrificing yourself for others, or the idea of sacrificing others for 
yourself, hmm, is important… hmm… for sure. I also think that selflessness is a, like a 
factor. (Anvi) 
The emotional aspects of immigration may sometimes be related to the family unit. Feelings of 
competition and distance are occasionally part of the experience of siblings as they work their 
way through the process of immigration. Maria described her impression of the emotional 
dynamic in the family of one of her patients: 
And in fact, (family members) even feel like your separation is a criticism of them… 
Which is part of that play, so you see that happening with the patient as well, where the 
siblings are, you know, frustrated. Like the example of (a person with a family of street 
vendors) who found his way to a job in finance… His older siblings didn’t have the 
opportunities that he had. They had to work (in a fast food chain). They had to work in a 
very completely different environment, because they were older, and some were women. 
And so they had to wait, until they were married. Before they had any kind of 
documentation. And say to him, you have lived this life of luxury to think that you are 
going to make one hundred thousand dollars. And (the siblings) were in some ways, 
subtly, but sometimes not so subtly, almost pleased by his distress over the (Donald 
Trump) election. Because they saw a sense of ‘now you get us’. Yeah… it is very 
powerful… the sense of that separation, that alienation, in feeling a kind of criticism by 
the other’s choice of not adopting the party play. (Maria) 
Similarities and differences between the patient therapist dyad may lead to important aspects of 
the transference/counter-transference dynamic. Mita spoke her experience of about how not 





Eastern European patient. While thinking about the similarity between arriving in a new country 
– the immigration experience – and arriving in a new psychotherapy office, Mita stated she feels 
the parallel makes complete sense and added: 
Hmm… that is really interesting. Now I am thinking of this particular patient, and I can 
kind of see how that makes sense. Like there is… and I haven’t thought about this in 
regards to his identity as an immigrant who has arrived and is extremely hard working, 
and very ambitious in regards to his career, hmm, but he is my most reliable patient, he is 
always on time… One of my sort of, transference, countertransference feelings about it is 
that he, he is working, he wants to be a really good patient. It is almost like he wants to 
be a good boy. And also, the other important piece of it is that he, and this sort of related 
to the immigration stuff… But when he arrived in the US, he very quickly got into a 
relationship with his roommate…  He married his roommate and it became a domestic 
violence situation, where she was abusing him. And he got out of the relationship. But it 
was like, like working through a lot of trauma related to this. And so, he arrived, there is 
something very vulnerable about him, hmm, like not only coming to a new place, but 
also, him being who he is. I think that he is a good boy in a lot of different ways. There is 
something very childlike about him, and very vulnerable. But I think that this relationship 
in therapy, has been another close relationship with a woman, and I, I, I would like to 
think that in some ways it has been reparative to him, in terms of giving him space where 
he can open up and feel close to somebody in a trusted space. But, now I am not talking 
about the immigration part. (Interviewer responds: You are talking about immigration. 





situation where he was, you know, more, more vulnerable to being taken advantage 
somehow. (Mita) 
When it comes to speaking about what a psychotherapist believes to be a goal or achievement in 
psychotherapy, people from different theoretical orientations have various opinions. Maria 
described through the example of a South Asian patient what she considers to be a positive 
affective development in his emotional development, as well as in his ethnic identity 
development:  
Yeah, all of those. Wrapping in there, because it feels like it is a balance in space. My 
space of myself, the space of the other. You know and knowing that it is all going to be 
flawed, and at times, intruding on each other, because we don’t know where those lines 
are. Because there is something about understanding your sense of space. Of your time 
here. Of that parameter that is a limit of your life, that also creates an - you know - an 
appreciation of someone else’s space and the limit of their life. You don’t see them as 
barbaric the same way. He changed his vision of them. He even described them at times, 
in a humorous way. Really the liveliness of this family. The love. That there is a loving 
quality there too, not just the hate in order to make separation. (Maria) 
In response to the questionnaire’s idea about the connection between the immigration situation to 
the patient’s arrival at the psychotherapy office, Ali emphatically agreed with the statement in 
the question. He continued to speak about what he thinks are important emotional aspects of 
transference and countertransference: 
Yes! Because this is my office. I am the host country. I know the rules. I have the power 
here… Now it is true that they are paying me. So there is some power there. But I have 





the immigrant, comes in here, sometimes they are survivors of trauma. Okay. Sometimes 
they are coming from a country of origin. Another therapist. Or a mother (participant 
laughs) the country of origin, right? The motherland. They are coming from the 
motherland, or the fatherland. They are coming from the motherland and the fatherland, 
and they need security here. Are they coming her for security? Are they coming here to 
master something? Right? Are they coming… so, there are definitely parallels to that, and 
there is also counter-transference. The counter transference for me, because of my own 
history, has to do with… I saved them… It is my job to provide refuge and safety and 
help them heal from their traumas. (Ali) 
And to conclude this fourth part of the results chapter I borrow Ali’s formulation of caution 
about transference and counter-transference in psychotherapeutic work with immigrants. Just 
like psychotherapy work with any other population, the question of how one understands their 
behaviors, ideas, thoughts, social location, gender and emotions is crucial. Ali once again 
profoundly addressed this fundamental aspect of psychotherapy in with the following impression 
of the psychotherapeutic interaction: 
You know, that is my counter-transference. I have to be careful though sometimes, 
because it is not so easy to save somebody else. So in my view, which is a very kind of 
contemporary relational view, there is a self-other configuration that is going on all the 
time between me and the patient. Hmm, and the self could be the rescuer, the person who 
needs rescuing. Hmm, sometimes, hmm, I hear secrets, that nobody else knows… So, I 
think… See transference and counter-transference is like eyeglasses, you are always 
wearing it. It is always going on. The question is whether there is enough knowledge to, 





somebody laying down on this couch, well, you have made it, you know? You don’t have 
anything to worry about. I have to worry about things. You somehow have achieved the 
American Dream… Right? Because they don’t know what I feel and what I have 
achieved, or what my nightmares are. (Ali) 
In this chapter I presented the results of the interviews with nine psychotherapists that work with 
immigrant patients. The chapter – following the Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 
(Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009) tradition – relied heavily on interview excerpts to present the 
results together with the way the participants think and present information, and consequently 
presenting the participants’ subjective experience. I have learned among other ideas that 
participants think that the question of status and how it plays during the time of adjustment to the 
new culture can be important for immigrant patients of different socioeconomic backgrounds 
(part a); that participants feel immigrants patients may build families with a significant feeling of 
grief of the home nation, and with a certain hope of building on top of that sense of grief (part b); 
that participants experience that immigrant patients may attempt to pass as a privileged group by 
either manipulating their accents, hiding their nationality or performing culturally according to 
the dominant group (part c); and finally that eight of the people interviewed think of the 
psychotherapy situation as a sort of equivalent to the immigration situation (part d). The results 
presented here add to an ongoing discussion in the field of ethnic identity shifts and immigration 
through the perspective of the psychotherapists interviewed. Ideally, these results will encourage 





Chapter 5 – Discussion: 
The discussion chapter further analyzes different aspects of the topics brought to light in the 
interviews. With over a hundred pages of transcripts from the participants, I was able to collect a 
vast amount of their impressions, thoughts and experiences of their immigrant patients’ ethnic 
identity shifts. My subjective experience also contributes to this discussion chapter. Additionally, 
this discussion chapter incorporates other existing research findings with the participants’ 
thoughts. The chapter is divided into the following parts: a) uncertainties and reactions; b) 
timing, quality and quantity of shifts; c) ethnic identity shifts; d) counter-transference and 
subjective experience; e) methodology; f ) limitations; g) suggestions for clinical practice; and h) 
suggestions for further studies. 
Uncertainties and reactions 
During the initial planning steps of this dissertation, a respected colleague questioned my study 
outcome expectations in researching ethnic identity shifts. My colleague's concern reflects a part 
of my subjective experience throughout the dissertation process. Even at present, I wonder why I 
chose the topic of ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients when the shifts are  related to more 
variables than I may be able to understand. I suppose that all aspects of one’s background and 
destination affect how one adapts one’s identities as life progresses in the host nation. I 
understand that two people with very similar identities and national background can arrive in 
New York City, for example, and move in completely different directions with regard to their 
identities. I wonder if the choices one makes within one’s ethnic identity group may, in some 
cases, be as important as one’s background. Thus, the question of why study ethnic identity shifts 





anyone else’s - doubts about the nature of ethnic identity shifts in immigration, this part of 
discussion will engage the topic from my perspective of uncertainty.  
In choosing the passages from the interviews with participants in the Results chapter, I focused 
on passages I deemed most important about ethnic identity shifts. Perhaps the psychotherapists 
who chose to participate in the study were a self-selected group interested and knowledgeable 
about the topic of ethnic identity shift in immigrant patients. I was concerned that because ethnic 
identity shifts are not a common topic in psychological tradition (Ainslie, Tummala-Narra, 
Harlem, Barbanel, & Ruth, 2013), the participants’ reaction would not be relevant enough to the 
topic of the study. However, the quality, sincerity and depth of the participants’ responses to this 
study's questionnaire surpassed my expectations.  
My persistence on this topic is related to a concern I have about forgetting or not giving what I 
consider to be the appropriate weight to the topic of ethnic identity change, shifts, regression or 
progression human behavior. I also worry about the human tendency to conform to the majority 
or concede to more powerful cultural expression in institutions (e.g. family, academia, gender, 
profession, race, language, region, religion or nation). And in pursuing this topic which in fact 
reaches into unconscious motivations, I am not asserting the existence of a clear path toward 
ethnic identity shifts, progression or an obvious acculturation when a person immigrates. In fact, 
part of my hesitation with writing a discussion chapter at all is one can construe the meaning of 
immigration in many ways – a concern stated emphatically by participants Maria and Ali. Thus, I 
approach the end of this study persistently emphasizing that there is no unified response to how 
psychotherapists understand their immigrant patient’s ethnic identity shifts. In fact, after the 





immigrant experiences of ethnic identity shifts vary widely and that the participants had various 
ways of conceptualizing these shifts. 
In the interest of further examining the reasons to persist with this dissertation topic, let us 
consider some examples from the participants. While examining his own ethnic identity in 
reaction to his patients, James spoke about his grandmother who survived political persecution as 
a child in Eastern Europe by hiding in a pickle barrel. How does this story in James' memory 
interact with how he sees his patients understanding their ability to perform culturally within or 
outside the different cultural realities in New York City? Here there seems to be an interplay 
between immigration history of the psychotherapist and the patient that inevitably affects the 
psychotherapy work in the countertransference.  And what of Sarah's description of how 
immigrants mourn and miss their original countries and families and how she has seen patients 
attempting to create a family that is at some level related to the family and countries they miss? 
What is it that Sarah's patients are bringing and not bringing from their former families and 
nations into the new? Why and how?   
A third example of immigration history affecting the countertransference in psychotherapy is 
when Mita spoke about a patient who was an aggressive child while his father was fighting in a 
civil war in his native country, and who later in adolescence shifted into being an extremely 
passive and calm person. After immigrating to New York City, this patient often entered 
relationships – including his therapeutic relationship with Mita - where the only position he 
could inhabit was that of a ‘good boy.’ I wonder to what extent one can understand this ‘good 
boy’ away from what happened in his host nation, the way he understood what was going on in 
the civil war, the way he understood how his father reacted to the civil war, and the way he 





memories before immigration progressed or shifted in his mind while he was already in New 
York City. 
The decision to study shifts in ethnic identities in my dissertation may stem from various reasons 
in my own history.  I studied history as an undergraduate; I have felt pressured to conform to the 
culture of the country in which I was born; I have significant attachment figures in my 
upbringing who may have encouraged the view that ethnic identities can be altered; and I was 
raised in a multi-ethnic family that discussed differences.   
Furthermore, ethnic identity background and shifts may generate a level of shame for those who 
would prefer to be accepted into the majority mainstream culture rather than be identified as a 
stranger or part of a minority culture. This desire can also be a question, historically as well as 
currently, of privilege and safety. Throughout this study, I have considered two possibly 
oppressive ways of perceiving ethnic identities: one is to believe that ethnic identities are 
qualitatively different and therefore possibly categorized into a hierarchy; the other is to 
disregard ethnic identities and to silence discourse on a topic that at some level will raise 
awareness of differences that are undeniably present. My hope is that this study contributes to 
creating a larger space for the discussion of ethnic identity and a middle ground between the two 
oppressive alternatives described in this paragraph. 
Time, quality and quantity of shifts 
The idea of changing, shifting or redirecting aspects of ethnic identity is a central aspect of this 
study. Akhtar (1995 and 1999) points out to significant changes in ethnic identity due to 
immigration. One may think of a quick process in which people change countries and start 
conceptualizing their identity and experience differently. However, the participants of this study 





identities and these small initial movements leading to larger adjustments. And here the 
methodology of this study allowed me to point out that I perceive these initial aspects of what 
later become more consequential changes. It is possible that these initial changes that seem small 
are in fact huge? It possibly depends on how the progression towards change and adaptation to a 
new cultural reality is understood.  
In order to think of the early aspects of ethnic identity shifts, I think of immigrants facing new 
notions of, for example, aesthetic with colors, voice volume and pacing, physical proximity or 
difference. They may question their former cultural pointers for each of these social interaction 
variables. Out of frictions between former and new standards, immigrants may adjust their 
identity, standards and behaviors. These adjustments come out of a triangulation between their 
relationship with their home culture, their relationship with the host culture, as well as the 
relationship between the two cultures. Ideally immigrants are then able to make attempts at 
understanding their relationship to culture and ethnic identities. The relationships immigrants 
have with their home and host cultures may be affected by their emotional histories as well as 
their current emotional and social realities. Moreover, these relationships possibly interact with 
all other aspects of the immigrants’ experiences as they arrive and adapt to the host nation. 
Given the multiplicity of variables contributing to immigrant ethnic identity shifts, I decided to 
approach the topic by examining the subjective experiences and perception of psychotherapists 
who work with immigrant patients. The changes sometimes seem minimal or small, and from 
these small shifts larger changes grow. For example, an immigrant who moves from a country 
where the concept of humility is less important than in the host nation may not immediately start 
using humility as a central aspect of their intellectual and emotional understanding of the self and 





verbal, cultural and emotional tradition that honors humility, the immigrant may come to think 
more often about humility.  The immigrant’s reflection on the differing values of humility 
between the two cultures will perhaps generate a new version of humility which may lead to a 
slight shift in his identity as he increases the importance of this initially alien socio-ethical 
concept. The same process could take place with different cultural concepts immigrants 
encounter in their arrival: relationships with romantic partners; public and personal relationships 
with religion; relationship to collectivism or individualism; styles of dress; sexuality friendships; 
parenthood; work ethic; hygiene; food; substance use; or gaze. 
Yet, is it possible to think of an ethnic identity shift as a stable change in an immigrant’s life? 
Probably just like other identity adjustments in non-immigrants’ lives, they are not necessarily 
eternal or perfectly stable. Participants often spoke about their experience of instability of 
various ethnic identity shifts in their immigrant patients. People are able to re-visit changes to 
which they have committed for decades during their psychotherapies. My belief that people keep 
re-adjusting and shifting the way they behave, or view their selves, may be related to my 
optimism as a psychotherapist that people are able to re-direct their identities, experiences and 
lives. Nevertheless, my understanding after analyzing the responses of the study’s participants is 
that identity shifts in immigrants are closely connected to their departure and their emotional 
regard for and associations about their home countries, culture and family of origin as well as 
their experiences in the home countries. Sometimes identity shifts may happen consciously, to 
create a new identity and let go of a difficult and painful past. The shifts can also be ways of 





Ethnic Identity Shifts 
Participants explored the meaning of ethnic identity according to what they have learned in their 
clinical work. They responded to the concept within the cultural context New York City and the 
United States of America, in line with the planned methodology for the study. For example, Julie 
spoke about the importance of whiteness for East Asian immigrants as they acculturate in the 
host nation. Julie perceived her East Asian patients as a group that attempts to behave like what 
they perceive to be white North American. She understood this is their way of joining what they 
consider to be the mainstream. More identities exist in the United States than the white identity. 
At the same time, in order to assimilate, advance their careers, feel safe, marry more educated 
and wealthier counterparts, East Asian patients described by Julie may be aware of the 
socioeconomic dynamics of their host country given what may be a racist and ethnocentric pro-
white European bias in the United States (Kim, 2001; Martinot, 2007).  
Sarah mentioned the contemporary political culture in the United States5. She perceived her 
mostly Latin American immigrant patients as extremely worried about the United States 
government becoming less tolerant, less inclusive and less welcoming to minorities, as well as 
more ethnocentric and racist. This dissertation was conceptualized before President Donald 
Trump was elected in 2016, and then the interviews happened in mid-2017 in a sociopolitical 
milieu that multiple participants perceived to be strongly adverse to immigrants, women, and 
ethnic and sexual minorities. Maria, who worked at a college counseling center, described how 
her counseling created emergency post-election therapy groups.  In their responses, the 
participant psychotherapists seemed concerned about the affect the election of Donald Trump 
would have on their immigrant patients’ ethnic identities in the context of describing the 
                                                        





different levels of distress their patients experiences in the slow, or seemingly slow, progress of 
ethnic identity development or change.  
Bromberg’s (1996) perspective points me in the direction of thinking of ethnic identity shifts as 
processes that can happen while not necessarily erasing previous identity patterns. That is, 
perhaps people may shift and commit to new ethnic identities without forgetting or abandoning 
former identities. Bromberg spoke about the multiplicity of the self in a way that is useful to 
thinking about ethnic identity shifts in this study: 
…what sustains a person’s motivation for analytic treatment? How do we account for the 
fact that a patient remains in a relationship with another person for the express purpose of 
dismantling his own self-image for a presumedly “better” version that he cannot even 
imagine until after it has arrived? The answer, as I see it, touches what may be the 
essence of human nature – the fact that the human personality possesses the extraordinary 
capacity to negotiate continuity and change simultaneously, and will do so under the right 
relational conditions. (p. 509) 
Bromberg’s idea connects well to what various participants suggested as they noted that ethnic 
identity shifts are not stable and that people revisit many decisions and shifts as time passes. 
However, in Bromberg’s perspective, the multiple ethnic identity shifts would coexist more than 
overpower one another. Or, perhaps they can overpower one another temporarily, but not in a 
constant way. 
Returning to Evan’s idea about a blank canvas on which immigrants attempt to paint, one could 
understand the canvas as the space which each culture allows for the individual to paint, create or 
construct a reality or identity. An immigrant may have a canvas less able to retain paint from the 





needs to build a new history in the host nation. And with a currently nationalist and anti-
immigrant government in Washington DC, the immigrant’s canvas is in an even less able to 
retain paint than formerly.  and gives rise to new insecurities, difficulties and anxieties. In this 
way, the North American political right and extreme right might have succeeded in their attempt 
to exclude newcomers. 
This study reacted to Ipp’s (2010) paper in which the author proposes that immigration “is a 
complex phenomenon that not only constitutes loss… it also sets up daunting challenges and 
simultaneously can offer unique developmental opportunities” (p. 385). Question seven of the 
study’s questionnaire addresses Ipp’s term “reconnecting to amputated aspects” of one’s 
experiences. The six participants who felt they have observed patients reconnecting with 
amputated aspects of their identity during psychotherapy observed it in various ways. These 
reconnections, this study argues, may be closely related to ethnic identity shifts, as they affect the 
memories of immigrants’ histories, positions and identities. At the same time, the memories 
themselves affect the immigrant patients’ ethnic identity shifts too. The participant 
psychotherapists spoke about their patients’ amputated memories from wars, childhood, 
privilege, poverty, love, religion, sexuality or even nostalgia. One participant even proposed the 
term phantom limb in reaction to Ipp’s (2010) amputated aspects.  
Counter-Transference and Subjective Experience 
The study’s participants spoke on the effect of observing their immigrant patients working 
through their ethnic identity shifts on their subjective experiences of their professional and 
personal selves. For example, a white American male therapist who comes from a working-class 
background identified with an Afro-Caribbean patient in terms of having to overcome 





that they have a common struggle in the psychotherapy room. And at the level of the white 
American participant’s subjective experience, he did share a condition of struggling against an 
unfavorable environment.  
A different counter-transference type was described when Mei, a Middle Eastern participant, 
spoke of herself in a negative, sad tone as Westernized. She wondered how able she would be to 
think, feel, understand and later help different Middle Eastern immigrants with whom she 
worked. Mei’s idea of her ethnic identity shift reflects Collins’ (1999) notion that ethnic identity 
may or may not include race. Collins’ idea was repeatedly supported by the subjective realities of 
the psychotherapists interviewed in this study. The participants provided multiple examples of 
ethnic identity being related and unrelated to race. 
One of the interview questions in the current study is stated as follows: In the psychoanalytic 
situation with deep attention paid to transference and countertransference, there may be a 
repetition of what happens during immigration: that is, a patient arriving in a new psychotherapy 
office, just like an immigrant arriving in a new country, and, perhaps in both situations working 
through her/his projections with either the new therapeutic work or the new country. Have you 
noticed this parallel in your work with immigrant patients? Eight participants responded in the 
positive to this question. Julie spoke about the relationship between cultural norms in the new 
country and the therapy norms in therapy room. And indeed, there is a learning process in the 
beginning of a person’s relationship with a new country and with a new psychotherapist. Mita 
spoke about a patient who needed to be a ‘good boy’ not only in his romantic and professional 
early post-immigration interactions, but also in the therapy room. It seems plausible that people 
repeat previous behavior patterns as they work through attaching to various new institutions. The 





articulation: the new rules in the therapy room and the new rules that concern immigration to a 
new country. Mei spoke about early difficulty in perception by the patient that the new country 
and therapist are failing him. Additionally, Mei saw the patient’s feeling of alienation in therapy 
as connected to the patient’s feelings about the host nation. Maria reacted by framing the 
therapeutic place as a process of the patient’s own immigration. Anvi compared every experience 
to the immigration experience of learning, conquering, receiving and dominating a new country. 
Ali spoke about his office, his rules, and placed himself as the host country holding power, while 
noting astutely that patients gain power in the relationship by paying the therapist. 
In fact, the above question generated some of my favorite responses and thoughts. Perhaps the 
perception of similarity between the psychotherapy and immigration situations justifies not 
interviewing the immigrants directly and choosing instead to interviewing the psychotherapists 
that work with immigrants. The psychotherapist may be in a position where they observe, 
perceive and experience the immigrant patient in both positions – patient and immigrant – from 
an ideal distance and or proximity. In the case of immigrants, working through the therapy 
process that has them re-live the immigration experience likely affects their ability to understand 
– and maybe make choices related to – their ethnic identities as they adapt to a new country. 
A further connection between psychotherapy and immigration is the idea that in psychotherapy 
one may be working with a new language – that of the unconscious. The participants indicated 
that psychotherapeutic work may transcend work done in the mother tongue or within native 
cultural boundaries. I wonder if through psychotherapy a different type of listening related not 
only to the unconscious but also to the language – or way of speaking – particular of immigrant 
patients takes place. And I further wonder if participants felt that immigrant patients attempt to 





questioning reflects Ali’s request that immigrant patients to tell their dreams in their native 
language. Perhaps Ali hoped to create space for the immigrant to listen to and integrate the 
various languages spoken in the consultation room. In a way, Ali was holding hands with the 
patient so that they could walk through the realities and cultures in a calm and integrated way. In 
this way the patient did not to need to refute, bury or amputate aspects of their identity while 
they develop, grow and shift.  
Methodology 
Out of the need for more studies on ethnic identity shifts in immigrants (Ainslie, Tummala-
Narra, Harlem, Barbanel, & Ruth, 2013), this study has started with a literature review focused 
on qualitative phenomenological interviewing, ethnic identity and psychoanalytic articles about 
immigration. The choice of the qualitative phenomenological methodology led to a focus on the 
subjective experiences of the nine psychotherapist participants with regard to their immigrant 
patients’ ethnic identity shifts during their time in psychotherapy together. The study produced 
nine hours of interviews during which psychotherapists were encouraged to speak about their 
understanding of ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients. 
Due to the need to protect the participants’ identity, descriptions of the study’s sample were 
limited. Six participants identified as women and three participants identified as men. Five 
participants identified as immigrants and four participants identify as Americans from the United 
States. Out of the four non-immigrants, two identified as third generation immigrants and one 
identified as a second-generation immigrant. Three participants identified as white North 
American. One participant identified as East Asian. Two participants identified as Latina. One 
participant identified as from the Caucasus Mountains region. One participant identified as 





the late twenties to the seventies. Due to IRB restrictions placed to protect the identities of the 
participants, the language proficiencies and specific international backgrounds could not be 
disclosed about the participants. 
The choice of creating a questionnaire was optional given the qualitative phenomenological 
methodology. Together with this dissertation adviser, Dr. Elliot Jurist, I decided to create a 
questionnaire based on our curiosities about a psychotherapist’s work with post immigration 
patients. While the methodology used for the study allowed for deviations from the prepared 
questionnaire, they were rarely necessary. The participants in various circumstances responded 
to questions they had not yet been asked. For example, when responding to the first question (In 
your regular meetings with your patient, does your patient speak about her/his ethnic identity? 
How?) participants often responded about how they ask patients about ethnic identity (question 
2); what patients have taught them about ethnic identity (question 3); and two participants got to 
speak about their basic understanding of ethnic identity (question 4). Three participants 
addressed the relationship between ethnic identity shifts and change in symptoms (question 9) 
and the difference between working with immigrants and non-immigrants (question 11) before I 
asked those questions. As the participants started to provide response ahead of the questions, I 
would pause and read the pertinent question – which was followed by shared laughs. One 
participant interpreted such occurrences as a sign that the questionnaire is valid. 
All the interviews lasted about one hour. Seven of the interviews could have gone longer and two 
ended before the allotted time. I wished I could have extended the time with the seven people 
that had more to say, but I decided to not create a disparity of time allotment between 
participants. Even though different participants had different experience levels of working with 





preference was given to responses from different participants as a consequence of their social 
location, immigration status, gender or positionality. 
Limitations 
The qualitative phenomenological method has many strengths and allows one to understand in 
depth the subjective experiences of the participants. However, like most methodologies, it has 
limitations that will now be presented and commented on.  
Even though the sample size of nine is larger than that suggested by Smith, Flowers and Larkin 
(2009) for Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, it is still relatively small. This study could 
have interviewed more psychotherapists to obtain a larger sample. Additionally, the sample 
includes a wide range in terms of gender, age, clinical settings, immigration status, and clinical 
experience. These differences may have affected the participants’ perspectives on ethnic identity, 
immigration, and shifts in general. 
A repetitive theme in this study, as represented in the last question of the questionnaire, is the 
similarities and differences between immigrant patients and non-immigrant patients. In response 
to this question, some participants responded with the belief that immigrants are significantly 
different from non-immigrant patients, while others perceived immigration status not to be 
relevant enough to separate immigrants from non-immigrants clinically. Possibly a study about 
immigration – such as this one – unnecessarily emphasizes changing countries and ethnic 
identities. For example, one participant compared the experiences of ethnic identity shifts in 
immigrants to the experience of a New Yorker woman who moved boroughs in New York. That 
is, this New Yorker felt out of place, culturally estranged and unsafe even in a move from one 
city to another within the US. This comparison took into consideration that other changes in 





Participant Maria shared her understanding about the possible problems of studying immigrant 
patients: “In therapy, we work with the singular and the universal. We work with the self and the 
other. Immigrants and non-immigrants are similar humans, with desires and death questions. 
Norming immigrants… something discrete about immigrants… is problematic” (Maria). 
The sample was also limited due to most psychotherapists being of psychodynamic orientation. 
There might be too much focus on the past, the unconscious, language and trauma due to the 
psychodynamic leaning of the study’s sample. The psychodynamic sample of psychotherapists 
might perceive small movements and classify it as a shift, whereas other therapeutic orientations 
would either not perceive the shifts or not have enough time with the patient to observe the shifts 
that are so fundamental to this study. I was also heavily influenced by psychodynamic theory and 
clinical practice – which created a somewhat limited way of understanding ethnic identity shifts 
in immigrants enclosed in my theoretical and practice orientation. 
During the transcription and analysis of the interviews, I sometimes wanted to ask further 
questions to the participants. However, the study was approved by the IRB to meet and interview 
each participant once for no longer than 60 minutes. During the preparation for writing the 
results and discussion chapters, it would have been helpful to have the opportunity to clarify or 
expand on a few points with different participants. However, a second problem may have arisen 
from such an opportunity: I would artificially give more time and emphasis to participants whose 
words I perceived to be more interesting or important.  
The methodology precluded direct contact between the researcher and the immigrants, since I 
interviewed the psychotherapists who work or have worked with immigrant patients. I 
encountered immigrants only by the fact that some of the psychotherapist participants were 





psychotherapy with their immigrant patients was at some level a limitation. An important hope in 
choosing this methodology was to understand how psychotherapists working with immigrant 
patients conceptualized how their patients shifted their ethnic identity over time. I chose to ask 
for the observer’s understanding, which may differ from the immigrant patients’ view of their 
process. In interviewing the psychotherapists, I obtained professional opinions on the process of 
ethnic identity shifts their patients undergo. It is important to acknowledge that my source of 
information on patients’ ethnic identity shifts was limited since I was once-removed from the 
person experiencing it first-hand. I do maintain that there is enough value in the 
psychotherapist’s experience, understanding and formulation of a phenomenon happening to 
their patients; however, it is only valuable if I am clear that I did not have direct access to the 
immigrants’ own experiences of their ethnic identity shifts. Furthermore, I wonder if ethnic 
identity shifts may take place in a way that even the immigrant patient may not be fully aware. 
Consequently, even if I had interviewed the immigrants themselves about their ethnic identity 
shifts, I would have to consider the limits of their perceptions.  
I wanted to research the psychotherapists’ perspectives in order to understand what Tummala-
Narra (2016) calls the “conceptualizations of social identity that attend to conscious and 
unconscious processes” (p. 232). Furthermore, the qualitative phenomenological method 
emphasized subjective reality. And this study openly encouraged the participants to explore their 
subjective experiences of the shifts in their patients’ ethnic identities. The question lingers as to 
whether the immigrant patients should have been interviewed directly and whether 
psychotherapists had too much counter-transference that might have prevented objective 





limitations and emphasized the value of the psychotherapists’ freely speaking on their subjective 
experiences of the shifts in their patients’ ethnic identities. 
Suggestions for Clinical Practice 
Based on Leary’s (1999) criticism of psychotherapists remaining anonymous generally but also 
racially in the consulting room, this study attempted to understand how psychotherapists address 
or use their positionalities in the consulting room. Future studies may further illuminate different 
ways that psychotherapists disclose and make use of their race, culture, identities and 
positionality in general in order to enhance their psychotherapy work with their patients. The 
idea of discussing topics related to ethnic identity in the consulting room was present in various 
interviews with the participants (most notably with Ali and Maria). Similar to what Holmes 
(1992) proposed, ethnic identity can be the start of a conversation that leads to various other 
meaningful aspects of a patient’s concrete and abstract realities that can possibly affect 
psychological symptoms. Sometimes a conversation that starts with ideas about language, social 
class, race, nationality or gender can lead to other related aspects of the person that can be crucial 
to how a patient functions. This concept is likely applicable to more than just immigrant patients, 
as others may have strong emotional and structural connections to the various aspects of their 
ethnic identities. 
Ainslie (2011) emphasized the centrality of ethnic identity in urging psychotherapists to pay 
attention to the fact that “societal values, norms and forces are carried and represented, forming 
an ever-present backdrop to our psychological lives” (p.560). It would be wise for 
psychotherapists to be curious and increasingly aware of what Ainslie termed a backdrop for 
patients. In the interviews, Anvi spoke about the presence of culture as a crucial backdrop to 





such as a patient’s need to not disrupt an environment by being loud or dressed too colorful. 
Anvi proposed clinical interventions that touched upon the very protective and silent reaction of 
a Latin American immigrant to what the immigrant perceived to be culturally dominant in the 
United States. I perceived Anvi to push against her patient’s desire to silently conform to 
mainstream culture in the United States. Perhaps psychotherapists can attempt to understand the 
way immigrant patients are reacting to the struggle between home and host cultures and 
clinically intervene as the patient articulates – or attempts to articulate - the struggle.   
Perhaps thinking about immigrants’ struggle between the superego, cultural norms and group 
superego norms (Akhtar, 1995) may also be an important clinical intervention. A clinician can 
work on helping immigrant patients to articulate aspects of their superego and the multiple 
cultural superegos they may be carrying. As mentioned in the various interviews and earlier on 
this chapter, articulating individual and collective aspects of the superego becomes a question of 
timing, pace and content choice made by the patient and psychotherapist. By validating that there 
is a cultural and group superego struggle in the immigrant’s life, the psychotherapist allows the 
patient to spend more time thinking through all the pressures that different cultural standards 
produce in their lives. Here, at some level, the psychotherapist must – if not knowledgeable 
about the patient’s cultures – at least be curious and deeply attentive to the cultural struggles that 
an immigrant patient will most likely describe. A dismissive mono-cultural psychotherapist may 
play into the host culture’s superego structure and crush the patient’s necessity to carefully and – 
sometimes slowly – work through the various cultural forces pushing the patient in various 
directions in their li and in therapy. 
The paragraph above may lead to the initial steps in training groups of psychotherapists to work 





hospitals and psychotherapy graduate schools would be to help clinicians articulate their 
understanding between individual and group superegos, as well as their understanding of cultural 
norms. Ideally, clinicians would then develop their ability to work with immigrants who 
necessarily work through ethnic identity shifts in their psychotherapies. 
In this study, participants spoke about how patients interact between religion, family, 
professional, linguistic and romantic norms as they work on understanding where they stood. A 
psychotherapist can try to be aware of these norms and help the patients to feel more aware and 
comfortable with this struggle. The work that takes place in psychotherapy can possibly offer the 
patient knowledge that the feelings of loss, loyalty and shame are common to all human beings 
and not only a consequence of immigration. It is possible that immigration forces people to face 
these themes; however, these themes can be treated, assimilated and acknowledged as common 
human themes.  
Suggestions for Future Studies 
After this study, researchers have various forms of deepening the psychotherapists’ 
understanding of ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients. A similar study to this one could be 
conducted with psychotherapists who work with short term psychotherapy. The study can also be 
repeated in different cities in the United States and abroad. Possibly such reiterations would lead 
to an understanding of how different host countries – or regions - produce different reactions in 
immigrants. A similar study conducted in the same metropolitan region of New York, but under 
a less nationalistic and anti-immigrant administration in Washington DC would likely produce a 






A longitudinal study involving several meetings with participants having the time to initially 
respond to the questionnaire before returning to revisit all the topics covered would also produce 
a deeper analysis of ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients. While in the early phase of 
preparing for this study, I thought about creating a study that recruits people before they 
immigrate and longitudinally follow them while asking questions in a phenomenological style. 
Once again, this would then have been a study asking question directly to immigrants about 
ethnic identity shifts.  
Another important and possible change – and suggestion for a future study - would be focus on a 
specific socioeconomic standing group to create findings related to one economic reality. This 
study found different narratives related to loss, safety, goals, identity and desire to integrate that 
were in fact related to wealth differentials between immigrant patients. Perhaps a study that 
acknowledges such SES differences and focuses on one aspect of SES at a time would be 
justifiable. A different study could isolate, for example, religion, language, skin color, education, 
or race in relation to an immigrant’s identity. 
Another suggestion would be to choose a sample of psychotherapists that work with immigrants 
that changed countries at a specific age (e.g. adolescence, childhood, or later in life), or even a 
study that looks for therapists that work with immigrants that have been in the host country for 
different amounts of time. 
In order to create a quantitative study of psychotherapists’ perception of immigrant patients’ 
ethnic identity shifts, one would likely need to create a scale. In the case of such a study, 
researchers would create a scale to measure psychotherapists’ perception of ethnic identity shifts 
in immigrant patients. Because such a scale might touch too many topics, perhaps a first step 





mentioned in this study. For example, scales that measure psychotherapists’ perception of 
immigrant patients’ ethnic identity shifts in terms of language, religion, skin color, individualism 
or romantic ideas could all be created separately and lead to quantitative studies. 
Finally, a more complicated study in terms of obtaining IRB approval would be one where 
immigrant patients and their psychotherapists are interviewed with questions similar to those in 
this study. This way we would have accounts of the immigrants speaking about how their 
psychotherapist helped them work through the different forces, ideas, fears, cultural maxims that 
are present in immigrants’ minds, and complementary accounts of their psychotherapist’s 
perceptions about their work with their immigrant patients.  
Conclusion: 
Given the widening differences in opportunities and safety between countries, immigration is 
likely to continue rising. If culture and ethnic identities are factors that affect human behavior, 
immigrants will continue to experience differences as they cross national and cultural 
boundaries. These differences are sometimes comparable to those experienced by people that 
move locations within a country, state or even a city.  
In light of the questions that immigration brings to psychotherapy research, this study 
interviewed nine psychotherapists on their subjective experiences of how immigrant patients 
work through ethnic identity shifts. The study recruited psychotherapists who most likely believe 
that ethnic identity affects one’s reality, development and psychotherapy. The participants 
discussed how they perceived the shifts, if any, of their patients’ ethnic identities. Because ethnic 
identity is related to multiple variables, the study allowed participants to speak about it however 





Psychotherapists’ perceptions of ethnic identity shifts in immigrant patients will hopefully 
develop as an area of psychotherapy research; increase in such research will continue helping 
psychotherapists to work with multiple cultural realities not only with immigrants, but also with 
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